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ABSTRACT
RUNNING COUPLING CONSTANT AND TRANSITION  
FROM LOW TO HIGH ENERGIES IN QUANTUM  
CHROMODYNAMICS
Alexander Babansky 
O ld Dom inion University. 2006 
D irector: Dr. Ian B a litsky
The remarkable feature o f Q CD is tha t the coupling constant (the strength o f the 
in teraction) depends on the energy o f the in teracting  particles. A t high energies, 
the coupling constant vanishes and Q CD becomes asym pto tica lly  free. However, at 
lower energy, the running coupling constant increases, leading to  the confin ing strong- 
coupling theory at energies o f the order o f hadron masses. We study the essential 
effects o f the running coupling constant and analyze the trans ition  from  high to  low 
energies in different processes.
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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The early a ttem pts in the 1950's to construct field theories o f the strong in te r­
actions were to ta l failures. In the late 1950's, Landau's theoretical group studied 
the high energy behavior o f quantum  electrodynamics. They found the re la tion be­
tween the physical electric charge cR and the bare electric charge eo tha t controls the 
physics at the u ltrav io le t cu to ff energies A [1]:
4 - - 4  =  ^  1« —  ( 1 )
( h Gl b7T n ,n 
where m R is the renormalized electron mass and A /  is the number o f flavors.
Th is equation has two obvious im plications:
1) Zero charge problem: the physical charge vanishes [e R —► 0). for a fixed value of 
the bare charge, as we let the u ltrav io le t cu to ff become in fin ite ly  large (A —* oc).
2) Landau poles problem: the bare charge becomes singular (c0 —> oc). for a fixed 
value o f the physical charge, at A i.andau — m ^e x p  [6n2/ ( N f  r rt)].
Landau, in his last paper [2], even argued tha t quantum  field theory had been nul­
lified by the discovery o f the zero charge problem. Nowadays, we understand tha t
this problem occurs in any non-asym ptotica lly  free theory, such as quantum  electro­
dynamics (Q E D ). which is inconsistent at high energies. For any non-asym ptotica lly  
free field theory o f strong in teraction Landau's poles lead to  an im m ediate catastro­
phe.
The biggest advance in theoretical physics o f the early 1960's was the discovery 
o f an approxim ate sym m etry o f hadrons, namely S U ( 3). by M urray  G ell-M ann and 
Yuval Neeman. In 1963 G ell-M ann and George Zweig argued that s tructure  o f the 
groups could be explained by the existence o f three flavors o f quarks [3]. Between 
1970 and 1973, through theories and experiments, physicists created the Standard 
Model o f partic le  physics. It is a fundam ental theory tha t describes the strong, weak 
and electrom agnetic interactions.
Today. Q uantum  chromodynamics (Q C D ). a part of the Standard Model o f par­
tic le  physics, is believed to  be the correct theory o f strong interactions. The main
T h is  d isserta tion follows the style o f The Physical Review Letters.
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2reasons for th is belief are the phcnomen o f asym ptotic freedom [4] and the fact 
tha t the global symmetries o f the observed hadronic world are the same as o f QCD. 
A sym pto tic  freedom implies th a t at short distances cjuarks behave as almost free 
particles and, hence, we can apply pe rtu rba tion  theory for hard processes involvolv- 
ing large momentum transfers. Indeed, asym ptotic freedom allows us to  compare 
experiments w ith  the predictions o f Q C D  in the deep inelastic regime. The funda­
mental degrees o f freedom o f Q CD (quarks and gluons) are already well established 
even though they cannot be observed as free particles, only in color neutra l bound 
states. Q uark confinement is the other side o f the asym ptotic freedom. Since the 
force between color charges does not decrease w ith  distance, the quarks and gluons 
can never be liberated from  hadrons. Th is aspect o f the theory was verified w ith in  
numerous la ttice  Q C D  com putations, but has not yet been m athem atica lly  proven.
Nielsen has given a simple and satisfying explanation o f why 11011-Abelian  gauge 
theories are asym pto tica lly  free [5]. To understand the dynamics o f a field theory, 
we have to  understand how the coupling constant behaves as a function  o f distance. 
Th is behavior, in tu rn , is determ ined by the response o f the vacuum (the ground 
state o f the theory) to  the presence o f external charges. The uncerta in ty princip le  
allows partic le -an tipartic le  pairs to  be present in the vacuum for a period o f tim e 
inversely p roportiona l to  the ir energy. In most theories, the charge renorm alization 
is noth ing more than vacuum polarization. In Q ED . the vacuum contains v ir tu a l 
e lectron-positron pairs, and an external electric- charge c0 w ill polarize it. Hence, a 
medium w ith  v ir tu a l electric dipoles w ill screen the charge and the actual observable 
(effective) charge el{ w ill d iffe r from  c0 as ^ c0- where c is the d ie lectric constant. 
Obviously, the effective charge cR decreases w ith  increasing distance as there is more 
medium tha t screens the charge. Thus, the electromagnetic coupling constant in ­
creases toward shorter distances. Using the methods o f condensed physics m atter 
one can calculate the die lectric constant c in terms of the magnetic perm eability  
p =  f -1 . According to  Lenz's law, in classical physics a ll media are diamagnetic 
(// <  1). which corresponds to  electric screening (t >  1). However, in quantum  
systems paramagnetism is possible. In Q CD gluons carry color charge. Since they 
have a larger spin (spin 1) than quarks, the paramagnetic effect dominates. Gluons 
behave as permanent color magnetic dipoles tha t align themselves paralle l to  an ap­
plied external field increasing its m agnitude and producing // >  1. We can. therefore, 
regard the anti-screening o f the Y ang-M ills  vacuum as paramagnetism.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3(c)(a)
FIG . 1. Quark-gluon vertex (a) is corrected by a loop (b). tha t results in a correction 
to  the vertex only (c) or to  the rest o f the diagram  (d).
QCD is asymptotical ly free because the anti-screening of  the gluons overcomes the 
screening due to the quarks.
In terms o f the Feynman renorm alization procedure, in Q ED  one can find the de­
pendence o f the electric charge on distance by resumming (logarithm ica lly  divergent 
and regularized at the distance r 0) e lectron-positron loops dressing the v ir tu a l pho­
ton propagator. However, to  understand the Q C D  paramagnetism it is very helpful 
to  go back to  the classical Lagrangian density for a non-Abelian gauge theory:
C =  -  ^C!aQ3C aai +  (.’( / " vI ) u ~  m ) i '  +  <p'{~Dt, D u -  M 2)o +  other terms (2)
where G'“ ;J =  dn .4“ — <Tj.4" — gsf abcA bnA 3 is the field strength w ith  the structure 
constants f abc. The covariant derivative D u =  ()„ +  igsA au ■ (a. where the ta are the 
appropriate representation matrices (i.e. the Pauli matrices " for the fundam ental 
representation o f .S7'(2) or the G ell-M ann matrices ^ for the fundam ental represen­
ta tion  o f S U ( 3)). The other tenns include scalar field self-interactions, which do 
not depend on the gauge field. As always, the strength o f the in teraction  part w ith  
respect to  the k inetic part or between sectors o f the in teraction part we param etrize 
by the strong coupling constant g.,. By redefining gsA —> .4. one can isolate the 
coupling constant gs so it  appears only in the first term:
C =  j C an,) +  v { h vD u -  ™ ) i '  +  0 <( - D vD'/ -  g 2)o  +  other terms (3)
45.s
where now C an3 =  dnA a^ -  03A"n -  f abcA bnA ct) and I ) ,  =  d,  +  i A ‘‘ ■ ta.
I f  we set the masses o f the light quarks to  zero, and take the masses o f the heavy
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4quarks to  be in fin ite ly  large, then the only im po rtan t parameter in the Lagrangian 
is the coupling constant gs.
In a pe rtu rba tion  theory, any physical observable can be calculated as a function 
of the Lagrangian parameters. However, it is not obvious tha t these parameters 
themself are physically observable quantities, and. hence, we have to  re ly on the 
renorm alization theory in which one physical observable can be w ritte n  as a function 
o f another. For instance, in the lowest order o f pe rtu rba tion  theory we can redefine 
gs to be the strength o f the quark-gluon coupling, as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, in 
higher orders we must include loop corrections, like the one shown in Fig. 1(b) tha t 
corrects the vertex. To avoid double-counting we must uniquely decide whether these 
corrections are part o f the vertex only, as in Fig. 1(c). or the rest o f the diagram , as 
in Fig. 1(d). Thus, we have to  introduce a renormal ization scale g and assume that 
physics at high scales (short distances) above g is part o f the vertex and physics at 
lower scales (longer distances) below // is part o f the rest o f the diagram. I f  we take 
in to  account only one-loop corrections and neglect the higher orders, we can solve 
the renorm alization group equation exactly and derive a s =  ^  at some scale Q  as a 
function o f its  value at the renorm alization scale // [4]:
a-(c?2) = i 1 a'<"2 . , m ■ &=-*>=yX:-iv/. (-1)
1 +  u ^ s i g 2) b l n j r  3
where A’j  is the number o f quark flavors and the number o f quark colors ,VC is the 
eigenvalue o f the quadratic Casim ir operator in S U ( X )  (for the adjoint representation 
Ay =  Ah for the fundam ental Ay =  , N 1)• The famous A qc d  — 200 M eV ~  1 fn C 1 
defines the scale at which the Q CD pcrtu rba tive  solution diverges.
From (4) we can ins tan tly  see. tha t in SU{3)  the gluonic con tribu tion  to  the 
vacuum polarization  reverses the sign o f the Q C D  J-function  . i[o ,( //) ]  =  g 2gj^ a s{l<) 
for 16 or fewer flavors o f quarks:
4tt J (a s) =  — a s23u — o ./.J ] -  +  .. . <  0: N j  <  —  (5)
Thus, at high momentum transfer corresponding to  short distances, the coupling 
constant a.s becomes small, and one can apply pe rtu rba tion  theory. Q CD correctly 
predicts a g{Q 2) for a variety o f processes tha t involve high momentum transfers Q 2. 
such as deep inelastic scattering. e+e '-a n n ih ila tio n  in to hadrons and production  of 
heavy quarks (see Fig. 2).






Deep Inelastic Scatlcnng 
e V  Annihilation 
Hadron Collisions 
Heavy Quarkonia
1 10 Q [GeV] 100
FIG . 2. The running coupling constant q s(Q 2) as a function o f ino inentum  transfer 
Q 2 determ ined from  a variety o f processes.
The basic challenge in understanding Q C D  can be seen very clearly in a space­
tim e description: it is how to  lin k  the phenomena at large distances w ith  one at small 
distances. W h ile  asym ptotic freedom implies tha t the theory becomes simple at short 
distances, it also tells us tha t at large distances the coupling becomes very strong. 
In  this regime we have no reasons to  believe tha t pe rtu rba tion  theory is valid. In 
fact, in the large distance lim it (m om entum  scales smaller than 500-1000 M eV). the 
QCD dynamics are best described by an effective chira l Lagrangian conta in ing the 
a, 7T. and constituent-quark degrees o f freedom ra ther than the parton ic quark-gluon 
degrees o f freedom tha t form  the basis of the pertu rba tive  Q C D  (pQ C D ) approach.
Before the discovery o f asym ptotic freedom, it was expected tha t any quantum  
field theory would fa il at high energies because o f the flaws in renorm alization proce­
dures. In an asym pto tica lly  free theory th is is no longer the case. A t short distances 
there are no in fin ities  at all: the bare coupling is fin ite  and vanishes, and the per­
tu rba tive  expansion gets bette r and bette r when we approach the asym pto tica lly  
free region. However, it is well-known tha t Feynman diagrams w ith  loops in Q CD
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6diverge badly, and we s till have to  deal w ith  regularization and renorm alization 
problems. A  good choice o f regularization is crucia l for any n on -triv ia l com putation: 
the regularization should preserve as much o f the sym m etry o f the orig ina l theory 
as possible and m an ipu la ting  regularized Feynman integrals should be simple and 
stra ighforward. C u t-o ff regularization is d ifficu lt to  define unambiguously, and in 
gauge theories it breaks gauge invariance. P au li-V illa rs  regularization also breaks 
gauge invariance. La ttice  regularization preserves it.  but breaks Lorentz invariance. 
The method used in p ractica lly  all m u ltiloop  Q C D  calculations is dimensional reg­
u la riza tion  tha t preserves both  Lorentz and gauge invariance w ith  simple rules for 
m an ipu la ting  integrals (no boundary terms). As discussed above, the renorm aliza­
tion  is another very im po rtan t concept in QCD. Physical results should be expressed 
via measurable physical parameters and not via parameters in the bare Lagrangian. 
The most w idely used renorm alization procedure in Q CD is the m in im al subtraction 
renorm alization scheme (MS scheme) tha t depends 011 a single renormal ization scale 
parameter p.
The evaluation o f pertu rba tive  corrections requires the com puta tion  o f higher- 
order Feynman diagrams tha t involve real and v ir tu a l partons. In th is com putation 
one has to  deal w ith  different singularities. In Chapter I I  we review the form al and 
phenomenological aspects o f the Q CD divergency patte rn  o f pertu rba tive  expansions. 
Sm all-x physics is a top ic at the border o f hard and soft hadronic interactions. In 
Chapter I I I  we summarize the form alism  o f W ilson lines and outline  recent theoretical 
developments in the sm all-x  dynamics. In Chapter I V  we study the scattering o f color 
dipoles in the firs t two orders o f pe rtu rba tion  theory. F inally, we draw conclusions 
and outline  fu tu re  research plans in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
HIGH ORDERS OF PERTURBATIVE QCD
We understand Q uantum  field theories only when the in teractions between ele­
m entary degrees o f freedom are weak. Namely, apply ing pe rtu rba tion  techniques we 
can express any observables O  in terms o f the renormalized in teraction  strength a 5 
as a series:
It  is well known tha t these series are asym ptotic at best. Classical books on d iagram ­
m atic techniques describe the construction o f Feynman's diagram series as i f  the ir 
convergence is well defined. However. Dyson [9] first noted tha t the pertu rba tive  
series diverge badlv for any value o f the coupling constant g since they have zero 
rad ii o f convergence. For instance, we can consider a pe rtu rba tion  series in terms of 
the coupling constant g for a Fermi gas w ith  de lta -function  in teraction  gd(r  — f ) .  In 
the case o f a repulsive in teraction  (g >  0). the ground state o f the system is a Fermi 
liqu id . However, Cooper’s in s ta b ility  leads to  a system w ith  superconductiv ity  when 
we go in to  the a ttrac tive  in teraction  (g <  0) region. Obviously, the ground state o f 
the system changes at <7 =  0. where we have a singularity. The radius o f convergence 
of the system is determ ined by the distance from  the orig in  to  the nearest singular 
point in the complex plain. Since the nearest singular point o f the system is located 
at the orig in  itself, the convergence radius o f the series is zero.
We have to  note tha t Dyson's argument is unquestionable, and does not depend 
on the in teraction  or de fin ition  o f the coupling constant. Hence, many o f the early 
studies o f the high order expansions in pe rtu rba tion  theory have focused on the 
question o f whether a quantum  field theory can be constructed no il-pert u rbative ly  
from  the pertu rba tive  expansions. Beginning in the 1970's Q C D  has been growing 
from a qua lita tive  to  a quan tita tive  theory o f strong interactions. The th ird  order 
pertu rba tive  calculations became available for e+c~ ann ih ila tion  [10 . 11 ] and deep 
inelastic scattering [12]. The precision o f the latest experiments now can be matched 
by theoretical accuracy. The coupling constant expansion has became an im portan t 
theoretical instrum ent tha t tells us what happens at asym pto tica lly  large external 
momenta. Therefore, it  is na tu ra l to  ask how much we could improve the theoretical
( 6 )
1
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8precision and what we could learn about the 0 „  parameters in the expansion formula 
(6 ) and whether asym ptotic estimates could be extrapolated to  n ~  2-3. Hence, one 
of the m ain problems in pQCD nowadays is to  find techniques to  deal w ith  the 
in fin ities in summing o f the pe rtu rba tion  scries.
It is well known tha t the coefficients O n o f a typ ica l pertu rba tive  expansion (6 ) 
grow like n\. where n is the order o f the pe rtu rba tion  series [8 ]. According to  L ipatov 
[13], the high orders o f pertu rba tion  theory are determ ined by the saddle-point con­
figurations (instantons) o f the corresponding functiona l integrals. W hen the L ipatov 
asym ptotics are known, and several lowest orders o f pe rtu rba tion  theory are found 
by direct calculation o f the Feynman diagrams, one can gain insight in to  the behav­
io r of the rem aining terms o f the series. However, 't Hooft has questioned L ipatov 's  
method w ith  discovery o f the fac to ria lly  large contribu tions from  ind iv idua l diagrams 
(renormalons) [14]. I n ' t  H ooft's  opinion, the instant on contribu tions do not contain 
the renormalons. Thus, we have two sources o f the n\ behavior o f a typ ica l p e rtu r­
bative series: all Feynman diagrams arc ~  1 but the ir number is large (~  n\) and 
there is one abnorm ally big diagram  ~  ?d.
This Chapter extends the results published in [15] and is organized as follows. In 
Section II. 1 we review the L ipatov 's  saddle-point approxim ation approach used in 
calculations o f the high-order terms in pe rtu rba tion  theory. In Section I I . 2 we review 
form al and phenomenological aspects o f the renormalon divergence. Since infrared 
renormalons probe large distances, they are closely connected w ith  non-perturbative  
power corrections in asym pto tica lly  free theories. In Section I I . 3 we dem onstrate tha t 
from the functiona l-in tegra l viewpoint renormalons do not correspond to  a pa rticu la r 
configuration, but manifest themselves as d ila ta tio n  modes in the functiona l space.
I I . l  L IP A T O V ’S M E T H O D
L ipatov 's  method [13] was proposed in 1977 as a tool for ca lcu lating high-order 
terms in pe rtu rba tion  theory and making estimates for its divergences.
I f  a function  F(g )  can be expanded in to  a series in g:
DC
r(g) = 'Z,F»g*- ( ' )
,v=o
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9then the N t h  expansion coefficient F.v can he determ ined as:
F' = / ^ P " / s F(9)^ Vt'""s- (8»
c  c:
where the contour C  encloses the point .9 =  0 in the complex plane.
It is well known tha t many problems in theoretical physics can be calculated in 
terms o f functiona l integrals
^(.9) =  J F r  (’x P (- -S’o { f }  -  .9‘t,in t { r } )  (9)
whose expansion in terms o f the coupling constant g gives an o rd ina ry pe rtu rba tion  
theory. Taking the integral (9) as F(g)  we obta in  the expansion coefficients:
=  /  Firi J  D 'P (>XP “  gS,n{ { ^ 1  “  -V ln ^)
c
Lipatov 's  idea is to  seek the saddle point configuration in (10) w ith  respect to  g 
and y? simultaneously, ra ther than jus t to  9 . The desired configuration is realized 
on a localized function  called instanton. The conditions for a pp licab ility  o f the 
saddle-point approxim ation are satisfied when .V is large.
The L ipa tov method was o rig ina lly  applied to scalar theories, such as and 
then generalized to  vector fields [16]. scalar electrodynam ics [17] and Yang-M ills  
fields [18. 19].
The typ ica l L ipatov 's  asymptotics of the expansion coefficients for any F(g)  has 
a form
Fv =  c Q‘V r(A' +  b) c ay  \ b- '  X !  (11)
where T(.r) is the gamma function and a. b and c are theory-dependent parameters. 
In  the fram ework o f any pa rticu la r theory, a is a universal constant, parameter b 
depends on F(g )  expansion, and c depends 011 external coordinates.
W hen a few lowest orders o f a pe rtu rba tion  series are found by direct calculation 
o f Feynman's diagrams, and the form  o f L ipa tov 's  asym ptotic is known, we can 
estimate the con tribu tion  o f the higher orders o f the pertu rba tive  expansion, and 
even sum them in a certain approxim ation. The most im portan t consequence o f this 
is the poss ib ility  o f find ing the asym ptotic behavior o f the effective coupling constant.
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Expanding the theory in to  the strong coupling region is required in many fields 
o f theoretical physics. The most im portan t problems in Q ED  and Q C D  are related 
to  the dependence o f the effective coupling constant g 011 the spatia l scale A. Such 
dependence is determ ined by the G ell-M ann-Low  function 3(g):
~ d ^  =  J<!,) =  'w + -  (121
In  re la tiv is tic  theories, the first term  in the expansion of 3(g)  is quadratic. For a 
small g the expansion ( 12 ) yields to  the well-known result:
9 (A ) =  z — f 1 , . 2 , . . v  ,9o =  s(Ao) (13)1 -  o09o In (A 7 A 5 )
In  QED the constant 3q is positive and 9 (A) increases at small A. In Q CD the sign 
o f do is negative. Accordingly, the in teraction  between quarks and gluons is weak at 
small A tha t corresponds to  the asym ptotic freedom. Moreover. 9 (A ) increases w ith  
A and. hence, demonstrates a tendency toward confinement.
The m ain problem is to  study the behavior o f 9 (A ) in the case o f in term ediate and 
strong coupling. In QCD. the first four terms o f the expansion o f the beta function 
are known in the m in im al subtraction  renorm alization scheme (MS scheme):
X
3(g) =  -  22 J "-9" +2 =  - * V  -  .‘W  -  -  .... (14)
11=0
where 9  =  g l /  16tt2 =  a s/4~  an<4 9 .s is the strong coupling constant in the standard 
Q CD Lagrangian (2) and in case o f SU(3).  where A'r =  3:
Jo =  11 -  | A /  (15)
• J O
J, =  102 - y A7 (16 )
2857 5033 ,,  325 ,..,
= T  - I T * '  -  54-*'  <•"
The asym ptotic form  o f the coefficients in the series (14) coincides w ith  (11):
J.v =  c r A — 2 +  4 Ay +  — (Ay — A / )  
o
(18)
As was mentioned already, the knowledge o f the first few coefficients and the ir 
asymptotics allows us to  reconstruct the G ell-M ann-Low  function  and study the 
problem of confinement.
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FIG . 3. T yp ica l renormalon bubble chain diagrams giving the .V! contribu tion .
However. Lau trup  in his paper [20] first noted tha t the L ipatov asym ptotics is 
based on a form al ca lculation o f the functiona l integra l (9) and does not re ly on a 
s ta tis tica l analysis o f diagrams. The asym ptotics (11) implies the con tribu tion  o f a 
fac to ria lly  large number o f diagrams of the same order (ag) N . However, in Q ED  and 
QCD we have ind iv idua l A 'th-order diagrams whose contribu tions arc p roportiona l to 
A T  The la tte r are diagrams (Fig. 3) tha t contain long chains o f bubbles. Such facto­
ria l contribu tions o f ind iv idua l diagrams were termed renormalons.  In 1 977 't Hooft 
raised a question whether the renormalon contribu tions are taken in to  account in the 
instanton asym ptotics ( 1 1 ).
I I . 2 ’T  H O O FT R EN O R M A LO N S
In 1977 "t Hooft claimed that the renormalons provide an independent mecha­
nism o f the pe rtu rba tion  series divergence. His arguments are based on the analytic 
properties o f Borel transform ations, w idely used in the theory o f divergent series:
=  =  £  ] < > * ' ■ - ' ! lx r ' =  x ) \  (19)
,Y = 0  ,V = 0  q q ."V — 0
As one can see from  the formula (19). the Borel transform ations fac to ria lly  improve 
pertu rba tion  series convergence. It is convenient to  introduce the Borel transform  
B(z )  o f the function  F(g) :
x  oc
F(g)  =  f  dxe  1 B { g x ), B(z )  =  £  ^  c ‘v (20)
o -v =0 '  ’
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For a function  w ith  the expansion coefficients (11) the Borel transform  has a singu­
la r ity  at the point c =  1/u :
B z {z) =  ^ c u V A'6" 1 c v ~  (1 -  a z ) - b. za -» 1 (21)
.v
Thus, the parameter a determines locations o f the singular points in the Borel plane. 
By replacing —> - f / y fg  and x —>■ x / g  in Eq. (9). and rew riting  the functional
integral (9) in the form:
DC
Z(g)  =  j  D ^ c x p ( - S { ^ } / g )  =  j  d zc~ : '° B(z )  . (22 )
o
we can obta in  the Borel transform :
B(z )  =  J D ^ S ( z - S { ^ } ) =  j  (23)
z = S { ; }
The factors gn are om itted  because they cancel out when Green functions are calcu­
lated as ratios o f two functiona l integrals. The in tegration do is carried out over the 
hypersurface c =  .S’ { ^ }.
I f  an instanton ~fr (x) solution exists for the integra l (22) w ith  a fin ite  action •S'{Yr} .  
then =  0 (the pa rtia l derivatives d S / d w ith  respect to  a ll the variables
comprising vanish and V.S’ { y r } =  0). Therefore, the Borel transform  function
B(z )  has a s ingu la rity  at:
c =  S { ^ c} (24)
The m ain question tha t remains is whether the L ipatov 's  method takes in to  account 
renormalons. To answer th is question "t Hooft has studied the app licab ility  o f the 
saddle-point approxim ation and found a gap in the m athem atica l arguments o f the 
L ipatov technique. Let's consider a function f ( x )  w ith  a sharp m axim um  and a
slow ta il (see Fig. 4) so tha t the integra l contribu tions f  d x f { x )  from  the v ic in ity  of
the m axim um  x 0 and from  the ta il region arc comparable. Obviously, the integra l 
calcu lation in the saddle-point approxim ation is incorrect since the con tribu tion  of 
the ta il w ill be lost. Hence, the lack o f nonsaddle-point methods for ca lcu lating 
functiona l integrals makes it impossible to investigate the con tribu tion  o f possible 
tails.




FIG . 4. Example o f a function w ith  incorrect saddle-point approxim ation.
F IG . 5. Bubble chain contribu tions to  the effective coupling.
In Q ED  or Q C D  renormalon singularities can be easily found i f  we consider babble: 
diagrams (Fig. 3). The v ir tu a l pho ton /g luon  lines w ith  momentum q correspond to 
in tegration over the range o f large momenta:
J dAq q " 2'1 . . . .  n =  3. 4. 5 .. ..
q>qn
Insertion o f the v ir tu a l lines corresponds to  the screening o f the effective coupling 
(Fig. 5). Sum m ation o f the bubble chains corresponds to  using a one-loop approxim a­
tion  3(g) =  30g2 o f the G ell-M ann-Low  beta function  (14). and leads to  the formula 
(13) for a coupling constant.
Perform ing the in tegra tion  over large momenta q >  A0 we obta in
J  dAqq~2n g(q) = <?0 ^  J d Aqq^2n ^30q0 111 ~ 9o ^ 2  -V! 9°
q>qo 'N
(25)
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One can sec tha t Borel sum m ation o f a sequence o f bubble diagrams gives u ltrav io le t 
(U V ) singularities at the points
c =  ^ - .  rn =  1 .2 .3 ........ (26)
The constant 30 is positive in a non-asym ptotica lly  free theory such as Q ED  or 
(12) or negative for an asym pto tica lly  free theory such as Q C D  (14)-(15).
Analogous infrared renormalon (IR ) singularities arise in the integra l over a small 
m omentum region:
c =  - - ^ .  in =  2. 3. 4........  (27)
Hence, according to  't Hooft. in Q CD we have two types o f singularities: renor­
malons (u ltrav io le t or in frared) and instanton-induced singularities (Fig. 6 ).
I I . 3 R E N O R M A LO N S  AS D IL A T A T IO N  M ODES IN  T H E  F U N C ­
T IO N A L  SPACE
Consider the A dler's  D -function  in mass less QCD:
D (q 2) =  4n2q2-^-2^ U { q 2). (28)
where n (g 2) is the vacuum polarization  operator in the Euclidean region (q2 <  0) of 
the current j 7' ( j ) :
nfo*, -  J its *  JoiDvDA *,*«.«» m
Suppose we w rite  down D {q2) as a Borel integral
I ) ( a s(q)) = [  dt I ) { t )  (30)
Jo
The divergent behavior o f the orig ina l series D ( a s(q)) is encoded in the singularities 
of its Borel transform  (Fig. 6 ).
In QCD. we have two types o f singularities in the Borel plane: U V /IR  renormalons 
and instanton-induced singularities. From (26). the U V renormalons are located at
t =  — mj3o-  where m =  1 . 2 . . . .  and do =  H  ~  f  A /  (see (15)). In terms o f Feynman
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FIG . 6 . 't Hooft p icture o f singularities in the Borel plane for QCD.
diagrams they come from  the regions o f hard momenta in renormalon bubble, chain. 
From (27), the IR  renormalons are located at t =  (in +  l ) / d 0 and come from  the 
region o f soft momenta in the bubble chain diagrams.
The instanton singularities are located at / =  1. 2. 3.... and they correspond to  the 
large number o f graphs summed up to  the con tribu tion  o f instan ton-an tiinstan ton  
I I  configurations in the functiona l space. The instanton itse lf is not related to 
the divergence o f the pertu rba tive  series since it belongs to  a different topological 
sector. The firs t topo log ica lly  tr iv ia l classical configuration, which contributes to  the 
divergence o f pe rtu rba tion  theory, is a weakly coupled instan ton-an tiinstan ton  pair
We show tha t unlike the instant on-type singularities, the renormalons do not 
correspond to  a pa rticu la r configuration but manifest themselves as d ila ta tio n  modes 
in the functiona l space.
I I . 3.1 Valleys and Borel plane in quantum mechanics
The in te rp re ta tion  of renormalons as d ila ta tio n  modes is based upon the s im ila rity  
o f the functiona l integra l in the v ic in ity  o f a valley in the functiona l space [25] to  the 
Borel representation (30). A t firs t, we w ill consider the quantum  mechanical example 
w ithou t renormalons. and then demonstrate tha t in a field theory the same integral 
along the valley leads to  renormalon singularities. W ith  Q C D  in view, we consider 
the double-well anharmonie oscilla tor described by the functiona l integral
[24].
(31)
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where
S(o) =  /  dt
O' c r ( l - o ) -  
2 + 2
(32)
The large-order behavior in th is  model is determ ined bv the instan ton-an tiinstan ton
(77) configuration. The I I  valley for the double-well system may be chosen as
1 t -  r  +  a  1 t -  r  -  a  
I a { t  -  t ) =  -  ta n h   ----------   ta n h ------- ------- (33)
It  satisfies the valley equation [27. 28]:
£ =  c°
fa  =  d?,fn
u n  =
(34)
dS
60 O = /n (0
where wa(t) =  |  sinh a [cosh a cosh / +  I ]-1 is the measure in the functiona l space, so 
tha t ( f . g ) =  f  dt wn( t ) f { t ) g { t ) .  The / /  valley (33) connects two classical solutions: 
pertu rba tive  vacuum at o =  0 and in fin ite ly  separated I I  pa ir at o —* oc. The I I  
separation a and position of the I I  pair r  are two collective coordinates o f the valley. 
In  order to  integrate over small fluctuations near the configuration (33). we introduce 
two (5-functions, namely: S(o{t) -  f Q(t — r ) . / a (/ -  r ) )  and 6(o( t )  -  f n (t — r ) . f ^ ( t  — 
t )) restric ting  the in tegration along the two collective coordinates. Follow ing the 
standard procedure (Faddeev-Popov trick ), we insert
and
1 =  da
1 =  d r
( f a - I n )  +  _  f a - I n  +
W
{ f a  - f a )  +  (O -  / ( l . f n  H f a )
S ( o - f o . / ' )
6 ( 0 -  f a - f a )
(35)
(36)
into the functiona l integral (31). A fte r tha t, we make a shift o{t )  —> o( t )  +  f n (t ~  ~)- 
an expansion in the quantum  deviations o{t )  and the gaussian in tegra tion  in the 
first non triv ia l order in pe rtu rba tion  theory. A fte r the sh ift, the linear term  in the 
exponent J  d to ( t ) L n (t) vanishes due to  the valley equation (34) (recall 6{o. f n ) in 
the integrand coming from  the equation (35)) so tha t the functiona l integra l (31) for 
the vacuum energy in the leading order in g2 reduces to the follow ing
da j  I M f [ x. O { f a . L ) 6 (0 j ' M 0 - f a ) e - ^ Sn + ^ dt0 (t)an0 (t)K 0 {g2).
(37)
T
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Here T  is the to ta l volume in one space-time dimension, the result o f a tr iv ia l 
in tegra tion  over r .  The operator o f the second derivative o f the action □ „  =  
- d2 +  1 -  6 / q (1 -  f a ) and
6T 1 14£ 17 12P  +  4 ,
‘ « =  ‘ (^) -  _  1)a -  y  +  -  i p
is the action o f 11 valley. Perform ing the Gaussian integrations we obta in
(38)
Z  =  T
F (a )
- F1.12 Jo
da e F s“ F {a ) .
(det □ n) - 1/'2( / ; .  fa)
1 i  '2  '
(39)
(40)
A t a - *  oc we have w idely separated /  and / .  The determ inant o f the 11 configura­
tion  factorizes in to  a product o f the two one-instanton determ inants (w ith  zero modes 
excluded) so tha t F (a )  —> const at a —♦ oc. The divergent part o f the integra l (39) 
corresponds to  the second ite ra tion  o f the one-instanton con tribu tion  to  the vacuum 
energy, therefore it  must be subtracted from  the / /  con tribu tion  to  F var:
 2(• 9* F { a )  — v E 2S' F { i c) (41!
where Si  is the one-instanton action. Since Sn is a monotonous function  o f a . we can 
invert Eq. (38) and obta in  the desired form  o f the Borel integra l (29) for the vacuum 
energy:
r-2.S-/
g2F ^ ( g 2) = dS c 'F ( S )
1
.S’ -  2 S,
(42)
Thus, the leading s ingu la rity  for F^lXC{S) is F(2.S'/)/(.S' -  2.S’/). We have to  note, 
tha t even though our semiclassical ca lcu lation determines the leading s ingu la rity  in 
the Borel plane, it does not give us the complete answer for the Borel transform  of 
the vacuum energy since F (5 )  ^  F vac(S)  in general and we threw  away the higher 
quantum  fluctuations around the / /  pa ir in Eq. (37).
I I . 3.2 I I  valley and the Borel integral in QCD
The s itua tion  w ith  the instanton-induced asym ptotics o f pertu rba tive  series in a 
field theory such as Q CD is p re tty  much sim ila r to the case o f quantum  mechanics, 
w ith  one notable exception: in Q CD there is an add itiona l dimensional parameter
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p. Namely, the overall size o f the I I  configuration. The classical I I  action docs
not depend on th is  parameter, hut the quantum  determ inant does, leading to  the
follow ing replacement:
e a7 5 —> e (43)
Hence, the Borel integrand have the follow ing generic form:
F(S )  ~  J dp c 92<p>SIF(p) (44)
The divergence o f th is  integra l at e ither large or small p determines the position o f the 
F(s)  singularities. Focusing only on the dimensional analysis, we w ill demonstrate 
tha t IF{p) ~  p -5  at p —> oc and T { p )  ~  p at p —> 0 leading to  the IR renormalon at 
S — and the U V renormalon at S =  respectively '.
The I I  valley in Q CD can he chosen as a conform al transform ation  o f the spherical 
configuration [27]:
■‘W  =  ' / „ ( / ) .  I =  In 'T2 . (45)x z dz
where d is an a rb itra ry  scale2.
To derive the I I  configuration w ith  a separation R and a rb itra ry  sizes p\ and 
p-2 . one can perforin  a shift x —► x — a, an inversion x —<• ^  x  and a second shift 
x —> x — x 0 (see Fig. 7). The resulting valley is the sum of the /  and I  in the singular 
gauge in a m axim um  a ttrac tive  o rienta tion  plus an add itiona l term , which is small 
at large / /  separations.
zF (.r) =  A 1 (x -  x 0) +  A U x  -  X()) +  B „ ( x  -  x 0) (46)
where
(47 ’
■ < ( * )  =
x~{x2 +  p\)
Rdfl{x -  I t ) I t  -  (x -  I i ) lt
" v ' I t 2(x — I t ) 2({x -  It)'2 4- p2,)
The exp lic it expression for can he found in [28]. The action o f the / /  valley (46) 
is equal to  the action o f the spherical configuration (45) given by (38):
Sv{z) =  48tt2N (0 .  £ =  ~ +  s/z1 -  1. (48)
' In  its  present form , our analysis o f renorrnalons is applicable to  the off-shcll processes which 
can be related to  the Euclidean corre la tion  functions o f tw o (or more) currents. An example o f a
1x l2\Ve use the standart no ta tion  .r =  x ^a y : x  s  x ^o y . where <7,, =  (1, —iff): crtl =  (1. id)
different type is the IR  renorm alon in the pole mass o f a heavy quark located at S =  [26!
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FIG . 7. Conform al I I  valley in QCD.
where the conformal parameter z is given by
p]  +  p2, +  I f  
2pi p2
(49)
Let us now calculate the polarization  operator (29) in the valley background. The 
valley o f a general color o rienta tion  has the form  O ab A xb, where O  is an a rb itra ry  
S U {3) m a trix . Hence, the collective coordinates arc the instanton sizes p. w ith  
separation R. overall position .r0. and the o rien ta tion  in the color space. The structure 
o f Gaussian result for the po larization  operator in the valley background has the 
follow ing form:
where Cl(x.y)  is the Green function in the valley background. The factor A (p ,. R) 
in Eq. (50) is the quantum  determ inant, the result o f Gaussian integrations near the 
valley (46) w ith  the add itiona l factors due to the restricted in tegrations along the 
collective coordinates (cf. Eq. (40)). For our purposes, it is convenient to  introduce
3The mode corresponding to the re la tive o rien ta tion  in the color space for weakly in te racting  I  
and I  pa ir becomes non-gaussian at z —* oo. Hence, wc should in troduce an add itiona l collective 
coordinate corresponding to  th is  quasi-zero mode. However, we are interested on ly  in c ~  1. where 
th is  mode is s til l Gaussian and is taken in to  account in the quantum  determ inant A.
(50)
where 17 is a to ta l number o f the collective coordinates. Here n v(q) is a Fourier 
transform  o f the form
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the eonformal parameter ;  and the average size p — p\ p> as collective coordinates 
in place o f p\ and p2. We have
f d z ^ d ' R  d ' x o W (q )  - ± -  F(z.  R2/ p 2) c - 7 % .  (51)
J p a (p)
where F{z.  R2/ p2) contains the B(z — 1 — rpp) function (see Eq. (49)). We have 
included in F  the tr iv ia l integral over color orienta tion, which gives the volume of 
S U (3) group.
The main con tribu tion  o f the quantum  determ inant A  is the replacement o f the 
bare coupling constant q2 in Eq. (50) by the effective coupling constant g2{p). The 
rem aining function F  is the dimensionless function  o f the ra tio  R 2/ p2 and the con- 
form al parameter. Th is is obvious from the renorm alizab ility  o f the theory since 
the only dimensional parameters are p and R. Formally, one can prove tha t due 
to  the eonformal anomaly rescaling o f the configuration by a factor A (p —- \ p  and 
R  —> AR) leads, at the one-loop level, to  m u ltip lica tio n  of the determ inant by a factor
^bSl {z)/8tt2 ^sec Appendix B).
I I . 3.3 IR  renormalon from the dilatation mode of the I I  valley
Consider the singularities o f the integra l (51). The function  F(z.  R 2/ p2) is non­
singular since the s ingu la rity  in $  (=  s ingu la rity  in A ) would mean a non-existing 
zero mode in  the quantum  determ inant. Moreover, the in tegra tion  over R  is fin ite  
due to  the function  6{z -  1 -  ^ ) .  ind ica ting  tha t the only source o f s ingu la rity  at 
fin ite  c is the divergence o f the p integral at e ither large or small p. (A t c —► oc. 
s im ila r to  the derivation o f Eq. (42). we obta in  the first instanton-type s ingu la rity  
located at t =  1 [31]).
Let us dem onstrate that the s ingu la rity  o f the integral (51) at large p 4 
corresponds to  the IR renormalon. The po larization  operator FI(r/) in the background 
o f the large-scale vacuum fluc tua tion  reduces to  [32] (see Fig. 8 )
U(q) =  /  dAx c'qT
16tt2
c;2(0) , G *(0 ) ,
 o 1" c° s  1 kq- <7*
(52)
where C 2 =  2Tr ( F  =  2 T r ( I a .^ and c is an (unknown) constant. The
coefficient in front o f C'F vanishes at the tree level [34]. Let's consider the leading
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FIG . 8 . Expansion o f the polarization  operator in large-scale external fields.
term  in th is expansion. Since the field strength for the valley configuration (46) 
depends on ly on x  — x Q:
J  d ' x o T r G y O K .y O )  =  4S l'(z). (53)
the in tergal (51) takes the form
\  j " d-  (54)
r J i Jo p  r  i p )
where we have included the factor ^  ^ c l ^ v i z ) hi F. The (fin ite ) in tegra tion  over
R  can be performed resulting in an add itiona l dimensional factor p 1:
J d l R F { p . z . R )  =  p x <t>{z)
The function  $  is dimcnsionless so it can depend only on ; .  F ina lly, we get
i  F d z  r  %  - 2 - ^  * ( . . )  c - p fe 5' 111. (55)
<r  J i Jo p  a  i p )
Inverting  Eq. (38). we can w rite  the corresponding con tribu tion  to  Adler's function
as an in tegra l over the valley action (/ =  p ^ i) :
F { q 2) ~  J -  f  dt [  ^  “ f T T  (56)
V i o  Jo Ph 9 ' { P)
The extra in the num erator can be elim inated using the in tegra tion  by parts:
16 7T2 - A S — I  /"* 4” ( 4tt
— —  /  dt c " ^ '  $ ( / )  =  /  dt <!>'(/) e ' t t 1 -  + $ ( 0 ) .  (57)
g 2{p)  Jo  Jo
The last two terms are irrelevant for the renormalon s ingu la rity  at t =  |  since the 
term  ~  c corresponds to  the / /  s ingu la rity  and the term  ~  $(()) does not
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depend on the coupling constant. Likewise, the1 extra <](p) can be absorbed by the 
Laplace transform ation
- I  , r  1 . r t4^t
g(p) I  dt <!>(/) c =  4x/tF f dt e I  d t1 ( t — t ') 1/2 $>(t'). (58)
Jo Jo Jo
A fte r nine integrations bv parts and the Laplace transform ation  we have:
D (q2) =  — r  [  dt [  -JJ cr  ,T^ t 'I'(Z) (59)T Jo Jo PJ
*<o -
Using the two-loop form ula for a s we have
dp
to <7Vj  ( q V ) 6'
2t/ .
b 19
, 6' =  51 -  — A> (60)
0
I t  is clear now tha t the integral over p diverges in the IR  region s ta rting  from  t =  |  '* 
leading to  the s ingu la rity  in D ( l )  at t =  Th is s ingu la rity  is the first IR renormalon.
2b't
A t the one-loop level we can drop the ra tio  ( a !i( p ) / a !i(q)) b so tha t the renormalon 
s ingu la rity  is a simple pole To understand th is s ingu la rity  at the two-loop
level, we have to recall tha t an extra a(p)  factor does not affect the s ingularity, while 
an extra  factor changes it from (/ — | ) A to (/ — | ) A_1- One can easily sec tha t 
from  the in tegra tion  by parts 5:
' V - = f c , 6 - ? V -  V " (61)g2(d) Jo \ b) J0 v b
2 b ' t
Therefore, the extra factor ( a s( p ) / n s(q)) 6 converts the simple pole jzjJb ’n to a 
branching point s ingu la rity  (t — | ) _1_lbI [33].
It is easy to see tha t the second term  in the expansion (52) gives the second 
renormalon s ingu la rity  located at / =  | .  H igher terms o f the expansion o f the 
polarization  operator (52) w ill give the subsequent IR  renormalons located at / =
H !  etc.
^S tr ic tly  speaking, at fin ite  q we cannot get to the s ingu la rity  since our semiclassical approach
is valid up to  p <  A q c d • which translates in to  |  -  t >  inq\  n ■ Therefore, we must take the lim it
q2 —> oc as well.
5In  proving tha t extra  ti ; does not change the s ingu la rity , we used the fact tha t before the p
in tegra tion  the function  <!>(/). which is constructed from  valley determ inants, can be singular only 
at f —* 1. where these determ inants acquire zero modes.
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FIG . 9. Inversion o f the polarization  operator in the valley background.
I I . 3.4 U V  renormalon as a dilatation mode
Let's dem onstrate tha t the divergence o f the integral (51) at small p leads to 
the U V  renormalon. In order to find the po larization  operator in the background 
o f a very small vacuum fluctua tion  (46) \vc have to  recall tha t th is fluc tua tion  is an
inversion
/U (x  -  To) =
p~
(•r -  *o)
( x - X o ) p ( x - X o  ) a \  ,, p
(■r -  To)
of the spherical configuration (45) (gauge rotated by x / y x 2)
1 P2/SA sa{x)  =  —?[<7„ ( j :  -  a) -  (.r -  a )„] +
(x -  a )2 +  p2^  (x -  a)'2((x  -  a)2 +  p2/ 0
(63)
where a =  /?(£ — 1 / 0  (we chose d =  p for the inversion).
The corresponding transform ation  of the po larization  operator has the form
n l' (x)  =  ( V >  -  2 ^ )  o n { j 2y ) U  ~  ~ • <64 )
where we use the nota tion  y =  x  — x 0. In the lim it p —> 0 we need the polarization  
operator in the background o f /Vs at small distances (sec Fig. 9). so we can use the 
expansion (52) in coordinate space
E l
384 t t 1
2x;ix „  +  - r V 6 ,'2(0) +  rQ X ;3(0 )(2U ^  _  l n x 2} +  ...
r I
(65)
6To derive the Eq. (4G) lite ra lly , th is  inversion must be accompanied by the gauge ro ta tio n  w ith  
the m a tr ix  x ( x  -  R ) R / y / x 2(x -  R ) 2R 2. see Ref. [28].




j y r ; * ( o )
1927T'1 1 yAx i x 2 
Pn G l (  0 )
1 - 4 (J q .(/)J
A y 2
m . s - ,.<; r<> 
y  -‘ o y '-'4 •blv2
( 66 )
The field strength 0*^ (0 )  o f the spherical configuration (63) is calculated at the 
orig in. A fte r the in tegra tion  over x  and x 0 the firs t term  ~  G'* vanishes and the 
second one gives us
dxexqx /  dx.
1
3 In
y2x 2 )  x 2y 2
7T
-  - ( < i \ n n + 3 C - 2 ) q A\n2q2 . (67)
leading to
dxdxo c,qi n ‘ (x) =  c a s(q) ^  ^  s e . / ( - v y i  , *  i n V (68 )
Here Q is a dimensionless 11011-singular function o f c and R2/ p 2. and th is exp lic it 
expression can be easily found from  Ecj. (63)
Q (z .R 2/ p 2) =  pbG i (  0) (69)
The argument o f a g in Eq. (6 6 ) is determ ined by the characteristic momenta in the 
loop w ith  one extra gluon in the valley background. A fte r inversion, the charac­
te ris tic  distances in the loop diagram determ in ing the coefficient in front o f G ]  are 
~  P2 \ J w hich means tha t the characteristic momenta in the loop were ~  q before 
the inversion ( x 2 ~  Tq ~  y2 ~  q~2 in the in tegra l).
Perform ing the in tegra tion  over R we derive the analog o f Eq. (59) for the U V 
renormalon
D(q2 fa Ay) f fit f
Jo Jo
dp p (lug p~)~ e ty(/) 70)
leading to
I ) { t )  ~  9 ( t )  q2 fJo <lp2 {y2p2)bl ( In q2p2)
a.Ap)
a.sRl)
Note tha t the extra o s(q) in Eq. (70) is compensated by one power o f In q~p . The 
integral over p diverges at / =  — j  which is the position o f the first U V  renormalon. 
A t the one-loop level th is  renormalon is a double pole (1 +  t /b )~2 in agreement w ith
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the pertu rba tive  analysis [23]. Subsequent terms in the expansion (52) correspond 
to  the U V  renormalons located at t =  It should be mentioned tha t
Eq. (71) cannot reproduce the strength o f the first U V  renorm alon at the two-loop 
level [35]. The reason is tha t in Eqs.(52).(66) we have neglected the anomalous 
dimensions o f the operators ~  [as( q ) / a >s(p)]'£. Such factors can change the strength 
o f the singularity. For the IR  renormalon th is  does not m a tter since the operator C 2 
is renorm -invariant (~ =  0 ) and for the subsequent renormalons we can easily correct 
our results by corresponding Vs. U nfortunate ly, for the U V  renormalons we do not 
know how to  use the eonformal invariance w ith  the anomalous dimensions included.
I I . 4 CO NCLUSIONS
We have dem onstrated tha t in tegration along the d ila ta tio n  modes in the func­
tiona l space near the / /  configuration leads to  the renormalon singularities in the 
Borel plane. It is very im portant to  note tha t we have never used the exp lic it form  
o f the valley configuration. Instead, we have applied only three facts:
•  the eonformal anomaly (43): rescaling o f the vacuum fluc tua tion  w ith  an action 
S by a factor A m ultip lies the D iract determ inant by Abs/8:r':
•  the expansion o f the polarization  operator in slowly varying fields (52):
•  the eonformal invariance o f Q CD at the tree level (for the U V  renormalon we 
wrote down the small-size configuration as an inversion o f a large-scale vacuum 
fluctua tion ).
These properties hold true for any vacuum fluctuations so tha t we can derive the 
same Eq. (60) and Eq. (71) for an a rb itra ry  valley. 8 Th is  means tha t our result 
about the renormalon s ingu la rity  coming from  the d ila ta tion  mode in the functiona l 
space is general.
7We don 't see the s ingu la rity  at t =  j  proposed in [36]. However, th is  s ingu la rity  is due to 
the small-size monopoles tha t are beyond the scope o f our interest. O ur results are based on the 
gaussian in tegra tion  near the fin ite -action  vacuum fluctua tions, w hile monopoles have an in fin ite  
action.
8The on ly difference is tha t the upper lim it in the in tegra l over t w ill be oc ra ther than 1 since 
an a rb itra ry  valley s ta rts  at the pe rtu rba tive  vacuum and goes to  in fin ity  w ith  constantly  increasing 
action.
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The form  o f the polarization  operator in a valley background suggests the follow­
ing param etrization of the Adler's function as a double integral in S and p
I ) ( a s(q)) =  J  dt J C~ -  d(q2p2. t )  . (72)
where
d{q2p2, t )  ~  {q2p2) 2 at p > oc. d{q2p2. t) ~  {q2p2) at p -»  0 (73)
The function d(q2p2. t )  contains only instanton-induced singularities in t. whereas 
the IR  and U V  renormalons emerge from the divergence o f the integra l (72) at large 
or small p. respectively. I f  we neglect the running coupling constant (i.e. consider 
the eonformal theory w ithou t ^-functions). the representation o f the Adler's function 
takes the fo llow ing form:
D conf(a s) =  [  dt e“ S ‘ I ) conf(t) (74)
J  o
O - H O  =  J ^ d t f p 2. ! )
The in tegra l over p converges due to Eq. (73). In real QCD, the function /2ronf(o.s) 
defines the eonformal expansion o f the A dler's function  w ith  coefficients coming from 
the skeleton diagrams in terms o f the usual pertu rba tion  theory [37].
As mentioned above, our renormalon analysis is applicable only to the off-she.il 
processes, which can be related to  the Euclidean corre lation functions o f two (or 
more) currents. One o f the possible fu tu re  problems is to  generalize the analysis to 
include renormalons in the on-shell processes, as intensively discussed in the current 
lite ra tu re  [23].
O ur calculations are in good agreement w ith  a conventional approach for the 
position and strength o f the renormalon singularity, but not for the coefficient in 
front o f it. The coefficient in front o f the first IR renormalon is extrem ely im portan t 
since it determines the num erical value o f the asym ptotics o f pertu rba tive  series for 
I i c♦ F- — hadrons- I 11 princip le, for a given valley it  is possible to calculate th is coefficient 
in the first order in coupling constant g2(p) since it is given by a product of the deter­
m inants in the valley background, which can be computed numerically. However, an 
extra g2{p) does not change the position a n d /o r character o f the s ingularity, which 
means tha t all terms in the pertu rba tive  series in g2(p) produce equal contributions.
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This is closely related to  the fact tha t the choice o f the valley is not unique. Namely, 
when we change the valley, the new leading-order coefficient, coming from  the deter­
m inants in the background o f a new configuration, is given by an in fin ite  pertu rba tive  
series in g2(p) (coming from  quantum  corrections) in terms o f the orig ina l valley. As 
a result, deriv ing  the coefficient in front o f the leading IR  s ingu la rity  is extrem ely 
d ifficu lt since it  requires in tegration over all possible valleys.
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CHAPTER III 
SMALL-X EVOLUTION OF COLOR DIPOLES
The theoretical analysis o f high-energy cross sections in pQ C D has a long his­
tory. The standard tools in the Q CD description o f deeply inelastic scattering 
(D IS) for moderate values o f the B jorken variable t h  are the factoriza tion  theo­
rems and D oksh itze r-G ribov-L ipa tov-A lta rc lli-P a ris i (D G L A P ) evolution equations 
[38]. These equations describe the change o f the DIS observables w ith  the change of 
a resolution scale (v ir tu a lity  Q 2 o f the probe) and have two remarkable properties: 
they are linear equations and the evolution at high Q 2 is not affected by the non- 
pertu rba tive  physics. The study o f the Q 2 behavior o f the DIS structure  functions 
serves as a too l a llow ing us to  penetrate deeply inside the hadron substructure and
observe its constituents w ith  transverse size 5x i ~  Q _1 and long itud ina l extent — .^  -rn
The D G L A P  Q 2-dynam ics is based on the fo llow ing separation o f the DIS am pli­
tude in to  two parts: a hard part coming from  the transverse momenta A' 2 >  / /2 and 
a soft part coming from  low A-2 <  p 2: where f j2 is the factoriza tion  scale tha t divides 
short and long distance physics. The contribu tions from  hard momenta give the coef­
ficient functions in front o f the light-cone operators formed by the soft contributions. 
The factoriza tion  scale f i 2 serves as a norm alization point for these operators. Taking 
/ /2 =  Q 2, we obta in  the usual result tha t the Q 2 dynamics is governed by the renor­
m alization group equations for the light-cone operators. A  very im portan t property 
o f this factoriza tion  tha t was mentioned earlier is tha t the coefficient functions are 
purely pertu rba tive  which leads to  the sum m ation o f the contribu tions o f the type 
(q s In Q 2)n, etc.. in the momentum transfer. Indeed, the effective coupling constant is 
determ ined by characteristic transverse momenta, so tha t the contribu tions coming 
from large A' 2 >  / /2 are pertu rba tive  as long as f t2 is suffic iently large. The non- 
pertu rba tive  physics becomes im portan t only when we lower the norm alization point 
/ / 2 down to  the typ ica l hadronic scale o f the order ~  1 GeV. The higher order terms 
o f the pertu rba tive  expansion (for both  the coefficient functions and the anomalous 
dimensions o f the light-cone operators) lie in the same fram ework o f linear evolu­
tion. and lead to  the corrections ~  a s, a 2, etc. Therefore, to  compare experim ental 
measurements o f s tructure  functions T ^ x ^ . Q 2) at different Q 2. we rely only on the
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pQCD, while the linear character o f the D G L A P  equations makes th is comparison 
especially simple.
The s itua tion  for the sm all-x DIS is more complicated. The D G L A P  evolution 
leads to  a strong rise of the DIS structure  function T { x ^ . Q 2) at small values o f the 
Bjorken variable x B:
2"b JF(xb .Q 2) ~  exp ^ ln  ln ln Q 2^  . (75)
I f  one relies 011 using the D G L A P  evolution for smaller and smaller x B. higher loop 
contribu tions become enhanced by add itiona l factors ln - ^ .  and the pertu rba tive  
expansion o f the coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions breaks down, calling 
for the sm all-xn resummation. Recall tha t the D G LA P  equation sums logarithm s 
o f the hard scale to  a ll orders, i.e. terms such as (n s ln Q 2)" and ^a.s In Q 2 In -A- j  . 
It  takes only a single logarithm  or none o f the energy for a power o f the coupling 
constant. Thus, it fails for verv low x B when a . In — 1 and these contribu tions-CD
have to  be summed over. In pQ C D the sm all-xB asym ptotic behavior is described in 
the leading logarithm ic approxim ation (L L A ) by the B a litsky-Fad in -K uraev-L ipa tov 
(B F K L ) pomeron [39], which sums up the leading energy logarithm s ^ a 5 I n . 
I t  is possible to  reform ulate the B F K L  equation as an evolution equation where 
the relevant operators are W ilson lines - in fin ite  gauge links [41]. Indeed, at high 
energies the particles move so fast tha t the ir tra jectories can be approxim ated by 
stra ight lines collinear to  the ir velocities. 1 The proper degrees o f freedom for fast 
particles moving along the stra ight lines are the in fin ite  gauge factors ordered along 
stra ight line [42. 43]. The tw o-W ilson-line operator corresponding to  the fast-m oving 
quark-antiquark pair is called color dipole [44, 45]. The evolution o f th is d ipole w ith  
respect to  the slope o f W ilson lines reproduces the B F K L  equation.
U nfortunate ly, the theoretical status o f the B F K L  evolution is not as clear as that 
o f the D G L A P  (see [46] for a review). The biggest problem is a lack o f un ita rity . 
Namely, the power behavior o f the B F K L  cross section due to  B F K L  dynamics
■rnF ( * b . Q 2) ~  - C ’ . a n> =  1 +  4 :Y ,^  In 2 . (76)
/1
violates the so-called Froissart theorem sta ting  tha t a cross section may grow at 
most as In2 at x B —> 0. Therefore, in order to get the true  asym ptotics at small
’ S tr ic tly  speaking, i f  we produce in a high-energy collis ion two clusters o f partic les w ith  different 
rap id ities, they perceive each other as m oving at a great speed along the stra igh t lines
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x we must go beyond the L L A  where we face a new problem. In the D G L A P  ease, 
the sub-leading logarithm s follow the same general pa tte rn  o f the linear D G LA P  
equation, and we solve a purely technical problem of ca lcu lating loop corrections to 
the kernels. In  the case o f sm all-x evolution there are also a s corrections to  the B F K L  
kernel [47], and. in add ition , there arc the u n ita r ity  corrections which lie outside of 
the fram ework o f the B F K L  equation. A t small o,s and x. these corrections seem to 
dom inate over the N LO  B F K L  effects [48].
A no ther problem w ith  the B F K L  evolution is its  infrared instab ility . We can 
safely apply pQ C D  to  the sm all-x DIS only i f  the characteristic transverse momenta of 
the gluons k± in the gluon ladder are large. For the first few diagrams, one can check 
by exp lic it ca lcu lation tha t the characteristic kj_ arc o f the order ~  Q 2. However, as 
x  decreases, it  tu rns out tha t the characteristic transverse momenta in the m iddle of 
the gluon ladder d r ift  towards Aqcd. m aking the application o f pQ C D  questionable. 
Th is is related to the fact tha t the operator expansion for the high-energy scattering 
in terms o f W ilson line operators, which represent quarks moving w ith  almost the 
velocity o f ligh t, is based on the factoriza tion  in the ra p id ity  tj =  ln (W ) space [49]. 
rather than the transverse momentum. Unlike the usual light-cone expansion, the 
high-energy expansion in W ilson operators does not adm it an add itiona l meaning of 
the pertu rba tive  vs non-pcrtu rba tivc  separation. B oth  the coefficient functions and 
the m a trix  elements have pertu rba tive  and non-perturbative  parts. Th is happens 
because the coupling constant in a scattering process is determ ined by the scale 
o f the transverse momenta. When we use the factoriza tion  in hard (k± >  / 1) and 
soft (k± <  /./) momenta, we calculate the coefficient functions pe rtu rba tive ly  since 
o s( U  >  p) is small, whereas the m a trix  elements are non-perturbative.
Conversely, when we factorize the am plitude in rap id ity , bo th  fast and slow parts 
have contribu tions coming from  the regions of large and small k j_. In th is sense, 
the sm all-x evolution in Q CD is not protected from the IR side in the same way as 
the D G L A P  evolution is. In order to  compare two structure  functions measured at 
d ifferent small values o f x. the pQCD may be insufficient and. in order to  explain 
the sm all-x behavior o f s tructure  functions, it may be necessary to  take in to  account 
the in terp lay between the hard and soft pomerons.
Recently, an idea has emerged tha t these two d ifficu lties may cancel each other 
out. Consider DIS from  a heavy nuclei where the large density sets the sa turation
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scale Q s [50] which effectively cuts the in tegration over Av even at re la tive ly low 
energy. The sm all-x evolution in th is case is nonlinear, which leads to  the grow th of 
the sa tura tion  scale w ith  energy [51, 52], It is na tu ra l to  assume tha t even for the DIS 
from  the nucleon, where there is no sa tura tion  at low energies, the sa tu ra tion  scale 
at suffic iently small x  may be generated by the nonlinear evolution itself. Indeed, 
the linear B F K L  evolution, which describes the parton sp litting , leads to  the gluon 
density increasing as .r ~12ln2n,/7r at small x. Th is  grow th, however, cannot last forever 
as it would v io la te  the un ita ry  bound. Thus, at some point the parton recom bination, 
described by the nonlinear evolution, must balance the effects o f parton s p littin g  so 
the partons w ill reach the state o f sa tura tion  [50. 51. 53. 54]. In th is  high-density 
regime the coupling constant is small bu t the characteristic fields are large, making 
a perfect case for the application o f the semiclassical Q CD methods [55]. The high- 
density regime o f Q CD can serve as a bridge between the dom ain o f pQCD and the 
real non-perturbative  Q CD regime governed by the physics o f confinement.
I I I . l  H IG H -E N E R G Y  A S Y M P T O TIC S  AS A S C A TTE R IN G  FR O M  
T H E  SHO CK-W AVE F IELD
The am plitude o f ~,p scattering is given by the m a trix  element
i J d'i z d Ax e ~ 'PAX+""- (pB\ T { j A(x  +  z ) f A{z)} \p, i )  =  (2~ ) 'S{pB -  p B -  r ) T AA' ( s . t )
(77)
where r  =  pB — p'h . pB =  p 'B =  m \ .  The DIS structure functions are given by the 
im aginary parts o f the forward scattering am plitude
\ V AA' =  -  f m  T a a ' ( s .Q) .  (78)
7T
where xn  =  p \  =  —Q 2. It is convenient to  start w ith  the upper part o f the 
Feynman diagram  (see Fig. 10). which allows us to  study how fast quarks move in 
an external gluon field. A t small r / j .  gluon exchanges are m andatory and. therefore, 
functiona l in tegra tion  over the slow gluon fields w ill reproduce the typ ica l ladder 
diagrams.
The Regge lim it .s —> oc w ith  p \  fixed corresponds to  the follow ing rescaling of




FIG . 10. A  typ ica l Feynman diagram  for the nucleon structure  function  at small x b -
the v ir tu a l photon momentum:
P a  =  V i 0) + ----------  P i -  (7 9 )
2Ap, • p2
w ith  ps  fixed. Th is is equivalent to
p, =  Ap(,0). P2 =  P20>. («0 )
where p1,01 and p ^  are fixed ligh t-like  vectors so tha t A is a large parameter associated 
w ith  the center-of-mass energy s =  2A//,0) ■ p f \
We study the asym ptotics o f high-energy q*~.* scattering from  the fixed external 
field created by the nucleon
J d x d z  c - ™ +ir: ( T { j t, (x +  z ) M z ) } ) . , .  (81)
Instead o f rescaling the incoming photon's momentum (79). it is convenient to boost 
the external field:
J dxdz  (T { Jfl(.r +  : ) ) „ ( : ) } ) ,  =  J ds dz ( T { j f l(x +  = ) j ^ ) } ) b -
(82)
where =  p ^  +  ^AP2- The boosted field B^ has the form  2
B 0(x  0 . i „ r i )  =  A .40 ( y .  x . \ . x < ^  . B . { x 0. x t . x ± ) =  -  A ,  ( y .  x.X.  . (83)
2The transverse components do not change: B ± (.r0 . T . . . r ± )  =  A ± ( y - . x .A .  x^
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Here we use nota tion  x 0 =  x ' ' . x , =  x >lp>^- The orig ina l external field in the 
coordinates independent o f A has the form
A )t{xc. x , . x  L) =  A tl (  — x o/;(,0> +  — x . ]h  +  x L ) (84)
V •''o 'so /
Therefore, we may assume' that the scales o f x 0 ..r , and x i in the function  (84) arc
~  0 (1 ). F irs t, it is easy to see tha t at large A the boosted field BfI(x)  does not
depend on x 0. Moreover, in the large A lim it the field / i /; has the form  o f a shock 
wave ~  <5(x,). One can see th is i f  we w rite  down the field strength tensor ( i fiU for 
the boosted field. I f  we assume tha t the field strength FM„ for the field .4,, vanishes 
at in fin ity , we obta in
C’cl(xc.x . .x_L) =  A FCI ( y . x . A . x ^  —* d(x. )  0 , ( . n  ) (85)
while a ll the other components o f the field strength tensor C in, vanish. The only 
component surv iv ing  the in fin ite  boost exists only w ith in  the th in  wall  near x , =  0. In 
the rest o f the space the field Bfl is a pure gauge. Let us denote by 0  the corresponding 
gauge m a trix  and by B n the ro tated gauge field which vanishes everywhere except 
the th in  wall:
=  lim  ^-<7?o(0. A x ..x  J  -  S ( x . ) ^ G ? ( j  J .  B ”  =  B ± =  0. (8 6 )
a- 3C <){ cF
Let's consider the propagator o f the scalar partic le  (for example, the Faddeev- 
Popov ghost) in the shock-wave background. In Schwinger’s notations we w rite  down 
form a lly  the propagator in the external gluon field A )t(x) as
r ; ( j -s) = ((H 7^777 I9)) = ((■r l( /7+  o.*)-'+1 7 I9) ) ' (87)
where ((x\y)) =  d(1,(:r — y) and
((x l/^ ily )) =  - /■ ^ - r t '( i) ( j  -  y). ((x|.4,,|i/)) =  .4; i(x)(5(-l , ( j  -  y). (8 8 )
Here |x)) are the eigenstates o f the normalized coordinate operator T |x ) )  =  x |x )) (For 
details, see Appendix A in [56]). From Eq. (8 8 ). it is also easy to  see tha t the eigen­
states o f the free momentum operator p are the plane waves |p)) =  f  d 1x r _,p j |x)). 
The path -in tegra l representation o f a scalar partic le  Green function in the external
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FIG . 11 . Q uark-an tiquark propagator in a shock-wave background.
field has the form: 
1
=  - L
=  — i dl.Ar -1
0 ) =y
(89)
where / is Sehwinger's proper time. It is clear that the in teraction w ith  the external 
field occurs at the intersection o f the partic le  path w ith  the shock wave (see 
Fig. 11). Therefore, it is convenient to  rew rite  at first the bare propagator m arking 
the po in t o f the intersection o f the in tegra tion  path w ith  the plane =  0. A fte r 
some algebra (see the review [57]) we arrive at the follow ing representation o f the 
bare propagator (in  the case o f x ,  >  0 , y, <  0 ):
((H p tttI9)) = I  S d:-d:'
1 y-
An2(x ~ y Y
(90)
where c =  ~z,p-2 +  Ci is the mentioned above point o f the intersection o f the partic le  
path w ith  the shock wave. L e t’s recall tha t our partic le  moves in the shock-wave 
external field and. therefore, each path in the functiona l integral (89) is weighted w ith  
an add itiona l gauge factor Pe'9 f  /L dx»‘ . Since the external field exists only w ith in  the 
in fin ite ly  th in  wall at x ,  =  0 . we can replace the gauge factor along the actual path 
x M(t) by tha t along the s tra igh t-line  path shown in Fig. 11. It  crosses the plane c, =  0 
at the same point (cD- - i )  at which the orig ina l path does. Since the shock-wave field 
outside the wall vanishes, we mav fo rm a llv  extend the lim its  o f th is  segment to in fin ite
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and w rite  the corresponding gauge factor as U n {z_i) =  [oopj +  z± . - o c p i  +  The 
error brought by replacement o f the orig ina l path inside the wall w ith  a segment of 
stra ight line paralle l to  pi is Indeed, the tim e o f the partic le  trans ition  through
the wall is p roportiona l to the wall thickness ~  and the partic le  can deviate in 
the perpendicular d irections inside the wall only w ith in  the distances Thus,
i f  the partic le  intersects th is wall at some point ( ; , .  z± ) the gauge factor Pe'9$ B?dl* 
reduces to  U n (z1 ). In the region r .  >  0. y. <  0:
y*
r2(= -  y ) 4
(92)
It is easy to  see tha t the propagator in the region j .  < 0. y, >  0 differs from  Eq. (92) 
only by the replacement U u <-> f / n t . Also, the propagator outside the shock-wave 
wall at x ,.  (/„ <  0 or i , .  y , >  0 coincides w ith  the bare propagator. The final answer 
for the Green function o f a scalar partic le  in the B n background can be w ritte n  down
as:
((■''ItM'")) = -
X  { i r n [ = ± ) B U . ) 0 ( - y . )  -  U n H ^ ) 0 ( y . ) 0 ( - x . ) }  _  y '
'• — y )
(93)
We see tha t the propagator in a shock-wave background is a convolution o f the free 
propagation up to  the plane r ,  =  0 . instantaneous in teraction w ith  the shock wave 
described by the W ilson-line  operator IJQ (G tn ) and another free propagation from 
c to the fina l point (see Fig. 11)
In order to  find the propagator in the orig ina l field B lt. we must perform  the gauge 




- [ x . y ] 0 { x , y , )  +  dzd{z,)~—
4tt2(x -  y )2 1 J  4tt2(x -
x { U ( z ± \ x . y ) d { x . ) 6 { - y . )  -  U H z ± \ x . y ) d { y , ) 0 ( - x . ) }  ^ 7 3
(94)
3\Ve use the fo llow ing no ta tion  for a s tra igh t-line  gauge lin k  between po in ts .r and y:
l-r - .'Vi exp j ' /V ^  dL'(-r -  '/)'J-4/;(ex + (1 -  i ')y ) | (91 )
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where
U {z± : x . y ) =  [x. zy][z;r y]
Zs =  { t QZ c P ^  +  f 0T ,P >  +  A
zy =  zx (x.  «-> y.)
(95)
is a gauge factor for the contour made from the stra ight line segments as shown in 
Fig. 11. Since the field By outside the shock-wave wall is a pure gauge, the precise 
form  o f the contour does not m a tter as long as it starts at the point x. then intersects 
the wall at the point c in the d irection  collincar to  p2. and ends at the point y. We 
have chosen th is contour in such a way tha t the gauge factor (95) is the same for the 
field By and for the orig ina l field Ay (see Eq. (83)).
The quark propagator in a shock-wave background can be calculated in a s im ila r 
way [58]
=
^  ^  [x .y }8 (x .y . )  +  i I d z 6 ( z , ) —^  ^
2 ~ H x - y ) '
x { U ( z ± : T . y ) e ( x . ) e ( - y . )  -  l P ( z L - , x . y ) d ( y . ) 0 ( - x . ) }
2t t 2 { x  -  ' V '
X
(96)
2n 2(z -  .(/)■'
For the quark-antiquark am plitude in the shock-wave field (see Fig. 11) we have
=  (97)T
T V d h A i f -  ?)
x T r
4 /t1 (:r — y )8
/  -  t
0 ( x , y .) -  8 ( - x . y . )  I dzdz 5(z, )8{z[ )  x
i>it
i -  ff -  /  /  -  J
 3 T U ( ^ : ; x)-" l 2n2(x  -  z)-x ' " -2n2(z -  y \ '  l' 2 ^ 2{y -  z ' f  r 2 2n2{z' -  .r)'1
where the gauge factor U ( ; x : z'L) =  l ' { z A : x. y)l.A(z'_i : y. x) is a product o f two in fin ite  
W ilson-line operators connected by the gauge segments at ±oc .
We use the follow ing space-saving no ta tions1
(98)
[ * L - « / ± ] +  =  [3C-P1 + X 1 . 0 C  Px +  y L}. [xx ,y ± ]_ =  [ - O C  p, + x ± . - o c  P i  + y A (99)
As mentioned above, the precise form  o f the connecting contour at in fin ity  does 
not m atter as long as it is outside the shock wave. We have chosen th is contour in 
4By de fin ition , [un, t7 i]x =  [un +  x i . u n  +  x jJ .
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such a way tha t the gauge factor (98) is the same for the field B fl and for the orig inal 
field Af! (see Eq. (83)). Using our result for the quark-an tiquark propagation (97) in 
the right-hand side o f Eq. (81). we obta in
J d ' x  J d 'z  ( T { j . , U  +  z ) j [ x( z ) } ) A =  (100)
=  27n5(ar ) £ y ?  J  >±) T r { U ( k L ) U \ r ± -  A - ) }  .
where the im pact factor /  ' is an exp lic it function o f Q 2 and k±. r ± [57]. For s im plic ity, 
we have om itted  the end gauge factors (99).
Formula (100) describes fast quark and antiquark moving through an external 
gluon field. A fte r in tegra ting  over gluon Helds in the functiona l integra l we can find 
the am plitude (77) in the factorized form:
(27r)2«5(r± -  p B1) 2 ttS(Jr ) T(.s.t) =  (101)
where (J{k±)  denotes the Fourier transform  f  d x ± n ( x ± )  . The gluon fields in
U and f.d have been promoted to  operators, and we replaced (I  by U . etc. It is easy 
to  see tha t the 3-function of the transverse momenta is also present in the r.h.s. of 
Eq. (101) so tha t we can cancel it at both  sides o f the equation.
2nd{Sr ) T { f i . t )  =  (102)
-  l A( k i - < 'i) J W i !T r { i ; ( . r 1 ) ( / t (0 ) } |p „ ) .
Th is m a trix  element describes the propagation o f the color dipole through a nucleon. 
The rem aining 3-function reflects the fact tha t the m a trix  element o f the operator 
U ( x L )U^(0) contains the unrestricted in tegra tion  along p } . I t  is convenient to  define 
the reduced m a trix  clement:
(p'b I T r { U (.1' x ) U + (0 ) } | Pn) =  2 ,  3 ( ^ ? r )  «T r {7 /(^  ^ ) 77+(0 ) } »  (103)
In the case o f DIS (when p'B =  p /j), th is  m a trix  element is related to  the non­
integrated gluon d is tribu tion .








FIG . 12. A  typ ica l Feynman diagram  for the - * y *  scattering am plitude (a) and the 
corresponding tw o-W iIson-line operator (b).
I I I . 2 R E G U LA R IZE D  W ILS O N -L IN E  OPERATORS
In the Regge lim it * —> oc (79). we have fo rm a lly  obtained the operators U 
ordered along the ligh t-like  lines. M a tr ix  elements o f such operators contain divergent 
long itud ina l integrations which reflect the fact tha t ligh t-like  gauge factor corresponds 
to  a quark m oving w ith  the speed o f ligh t (i.e.. w ith  in fin ite  energy). Th is divergence 
can be already seen at the one-loop level i f  one calculates the con tribu tion  to  the 
m a trix  element o f the tw o-W ilson-line operator U(x± ) (J * (y± ) between the virtual  
photon states. As mentioned above, the reason for th is divergence is tha t we have 
replaced the fast-quark propagators in the external f ield (represented by two gluons 
coming from  the bo ttom  part o f the diagram in Fig. 12a) w ith  the ligh t-like  W ilson 
lines (see Fig. 12b).
The in tegra tion  over rap id ities o f the gluon i]p in the m a trix  element o f the ligh t- 
like W ilson-line  operator U { x x ) U \ y ± )  is fo rm a lly  unbounded. Consequently, we 
need some regularization o f the W ilson-line operator to cut o ff the fast gluons. It 
can be done by changing the slope o f the supporting  line [41],
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I f  we wish to stop the long itud ina l in tegration at i] =  ijo. we should order our 
gauge factors U along a line parallel to p^ =  p\ +  Q)2- where p0 =  hi C- We define
=  [ocp1' +  x x . - o o +  Xj_]. f / K (x± ) =  [ - o c / /  +  x x . ocp^ +  x x ]. (104)
The m a trix  elements o f these operators coincide w ith  m a trix  elements o f the operators 
U  and ( / I  calculated w ith  the restric tion  n <  a =  \ / p2vs(f imposed inside in terna l 
loops and external tails. Let us dem onstrate th is using a simple example o f the 
m a trix  element o f the operator U ^ ( k — k L) sandwiched between the virtual  
photon states. The con tribu tion  from the diagram  shown in Fig. 12 has the form
i [(o p -  2a ’k)3'ks — (k +  //)~ J (1>/*(A-') ^ { m )
2‘ J 27T 1 GtT 1 ( C a 2,s +  p 2 _  h y2 ( o /fc^ / 6. _  ^  +  u ) 2
1
[ - (« , .  -  « ') (« PC +  4 ) - s -  (k -  k ' ) i  + , ( ]
where the num erator comes from the product o f two three-gluon vertices
■is2 T , . a {k. - k ' ) r . . a(A-. -A-') =  (a ,  -  2a'k)3 ,ks -  (k +  k') ' {.  (106)
where the three-gluon vertice r ^ A x  k') =  (k  +  k ' ) xgltLI +  (k — 2k' ) l l6x +  {k'  — 2k ) uSx. 
As we shall see below, the logarithm ic con tribu tion  comes from  the region 3>
Q/t a'k ~  ~  ; 1 3'p 3 > dp =  —(a/,- ~  where we can neglect the 3'k
dependence o f the lower quark loop and perform  the in tegra tion  over 3'k by tak ing  
the residue at the pole —(a p — a ') (a p(  +  d[.).s -  (k — k ' ) 2^ +  i t  :
9_ f  f  >  Q/ >  Q) +  0 (O >  Q'fc >  a t )] (iOT)
s / Zn Ztt J 47Tz
( k ‘i  +  p ' l  -  a iQ s /2^  (o^.p, -  (oibC +  {Jl^ ) P 2  +  k\ )
K  -  a I-l (C«pS +  k l  -  if-)'2 [£ *(£  -  k ’ ) l  +  p’ \  +  « Y
We see tha t the integral over o p is logarithm ic in the region ^  >  a fl »  n(. ~  y  
(cf. Eq. (18)). The lower lim it o f this logarithm ica l in tegra tion  is provided by the 
m a trix  element itse lf (3k ~  1 in the lower quark bulb), while the upper lim it at 
af. ~  m 2/ ( s  is enforced by the non-zero ( .  The result has the form
«Tr(/<(fr,)C'<(-V )))n, „  = / ‘( 'S  ' " ( Kb  008)8?r \ m 2CJ J k \p 3
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(a) ' (b)
FIG . 13. D iagram  decomposition in to  product o f the coefficient function  and m a trix  
element o f the tw o-W ilson-line operator.
S im ila rly  to  the case o f the usual light-cone expansion, we expand the am plitude 
in a set o f the regularized. W ilson-line  operators I I 1' (see Fig. 13: the double W ilson 
fine corresponds to  a fast-m oving gluon):
M p A 'P b  => Pa-p'b) =  ^  J  d2x l ...d2x n( ' { . r l . ...xn: ( )  (109)
x  (p / i | T r { ^ X r 0 G kX r , ) . . . ^ X r , 1_ 1)G t '-‘ ( x n ) ! /4 ) .
The coefficient functions in front o f the W ilson-line  operators (im pact factors) con­
ta in  logarithm s ~  92 ln l / c r  and m a trix  elements ~  g2 l n ^ .  S im ilar to  the DIS. 
for am plitude ca lculation we add terms ~  g2 \ n l / o  (coming from the coefficient 
functions. Fig. 13b) to  the terms ~  g2\ n ^ j - ^  (coming from  the m a trix  elements. 
Fig. 13a) so tha t the dependence on the rapidi ty divide a cancels resulting in the 
usual high-energy factors p2 ln responsible for the B F K L  pomeron.
In the L LA . the ligh t-like  operators U and L/+ in Eq. (101) should be replaced by 
the W ilson-line operators and ordered along n || p,\. Indeed, let us compare 
the m a trix  element (108) shown in Fig. 12b to  the corresponding physical am plitude 
shown in Fig. 12a. The Feynman integral for th is am plitude is s im ila r to  the one for 
the m a trix  element o f the operator (108). except tha t there is now a factor o f the 
upper quark bulb  and the integral over p j (see Ref. [58] for details):
~ / f l n ( 4 r )  I A(k± ) l l ) ( k \ )  ( 1 1 0 )
4vr \ i n ~ /  J  4 7T~ 4 n 2 ;,i „/h±P l
2
The result (110) agrees w ith  the w ith  estimate Eq. (108) i f  we set (  =  y f- Th is  corre­
sponds to  m aking the fine in the path-ordered exponential collinear to  the momentum 
of the photon.
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A  B C
FIG . 14. One-loop diagrams for the tw o-W ilson-line operator evolution.
I I I . 3 ONE-LO OP E V O LU TIO N  OF W ILS O N -L IN E  OPERATORS
As we demonstrated in the previous Section, w ith  the L L A  accuracy, the improved 
version o f the factoriza tion  form ula Eq. (100) has the operators (J and regularized 
at
J  dAx J  dAz < T { j a ( x  +  z ) j ' , ( z ) }  =  (111)
=  2nS{ar ) ^  j  ^  I A(k± . r ± ) Tr  { 0 ^  (k) l ! ^  ( r  -  k ) }  .
I
In the next-to-leading order (X L O ) in n , we have corrections 
~ Q sT r ( / ( x 1 )U t (.(/ J T r U ( y - ) U t ( ; i ) (see Fig. 13).
Our next step is to  derive the evolution equation o f these operators in the L L A
w ith  respect to  the slope In order to  find dependence o f the light-cone operator
on the norm alization point p in case o f the o rd ina ry  W ilson OPE. we integrate over
the momenta w ith  v irtu a litie s  / / f  >  p2 >  p 2. Likewise, in order to  find the behavior
of the m a trix  elements o f the operators f /Tt,(J x )G t(’ (y±) w ith  respect to  the slope 0
we must take the m a trix  element o f th is normalized at ( i  operator and integrate over
the momenta w ith  0 \ — >  a >  a> =  The result w ill be the operators
1 v s(>1 ' V  -'s2
IJ and normalized at the slope G  times the coefficient functions determ in ing the 
evolution equation kernel. The calculation o f the kernel is essentially identica l to 
the ca lculation of the impact factor w ith  the only difference o f having in it ia l gluons 
instead o f quarks.
In the first order in o s there are two one-loop diagrams for the m a trix  element 
o f the operator (J( j ± )(J*(gx ) in an external field (see Fig. 14). Let us start w ith  
the diagram  shown in Fig. 14a. O ur goal is to  calculate the one-loop evolution of
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the operator ( / ( . n )  X l F ( y L ) =  {U(-r )}f w ith  the noil-convoluted color 
indices.
Follow ing Ref. [41], we use the gauge .4, =  0 for our calculations. In th is  gauge, 
the gluon propagator in the external field has the follow ing form  5:
c>
V p~2 ~  I l p r2 l ^ p - > + U Z’l
where the operator O  stands for
Cl  —  i  - V  / X  _ ! _  f  — — 
>il/ -p2 i‘ J>2
: n 2 )
,113)
_ L  ( //»  p  1>2,/ +  p'2>‘ //>  f
) I  l J  1 o / /  I 1 J  1 ( \ V  ~
V -  P  • p-2 P  • P i  2 p  ■ p ,
I>2,‘ V 3D nFn.i Jh
1
2 p - p 2 V 2
In the L L A . the slope /A of the operators (J can be replaced by p\ so tha t we need 
the ( • • )  component o f th is propagator. It is easy to  see tha t we may drop the terms 
p roportiona l to  V . in the parenthesis as they lead to  the terms p roportiona l to the 
integrals o f to ta l derivatives [57]:
( U { x L ) X Lr t(.(/J)..i =  -  i g 2 [  du [ ' x p i . i i p i } x t a[ u p i . - x p i ] x ‘% (114)
X /  dv [ - o c p i . i.7> ]]j/ [u p ] ■ ocp i]y | u p i +  X; o „ vp i +  u i
nb
Sim ilar to  the calculation o f the quark propagator, it is convenient to  go to  the 
rest frame o f the fast  gluons, where the slow gluons form  a th in  pancake shown in 
Fig. 15. Let us consider the case .r, >  0. y, <  0. We can rew rite  Eq. (114) as follows:
r-O
(0I X U l ) A = - i g 2LalJI X i bUl j  d u j  do ( [u V  
Using the th in -w a ll approxim ation we obta in
+ x , O. + 9±)) (115)// ab
((x  0 „  t /J  =  S— J d z d {Z . )
ln (x
1G7T-X.
■{2 [ FF\ (zL) - i [ D F \ ( ; ± )}
1
4 * H = - y ) 2 '
(116)
where
[ I ) F ] { x ± ) =  j  du [ocp,. up{]Tl ) n Fa. (up i  +  . r j _ - o c / q ] ^ .
[F F ] ( x x ) EE J du J  dv 0 ( u  -  n)[ocp i. upi}TF${up ] +  x 1 ) x
x [ up \ - I 'V xF 'z . i vp i  +  x_ i ) [vp \ . - o c p j j .  (117)
5I t  can be dem onstrated tha t fu rthe r terms in expansion in powers o f gluon propagator beyond 
those given in Eq. (112) do not con tribu te  in the L L A .
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FIG . 15. W ilson-line operators in the shock-wave field background.
It is easy to see tha t the operators in braces are. in fact, the to ta l derivatives o f U 
and Ld w ith  respect to translations in the perpendicular d irections [ d2J> =  —0 2U):
d2
° i l Jr  = ax,ax,
0 i
d l l j * ~  dx,()x,
Us =  - i [ I ) F ] ( x l ) +  2 { F F ] ( x ± ). 
Ul  =  i { D F } ( x l ) +  2 [ F F ] ( x ± ). (118)
Technically, it is easier to  find the derivative o f Eq. (115) w ith  respect to  x ± :
r o c  r  0
- i g 2 du d v f ^ a p f  + X  I p , o . up'° ] + b 167T'1 J  
( • f i  -
dz i x ; i  19)
[u(uC-s -  2c.) -  ( f  -  c ) 'i -  ic][u(uC.s +  2c.) -  {y -  c )y  -  i t ] '
The in tegra tion  over c. can be performed by tak ing  the residue:
—  i -
■ 9
167T3
( J i  -  ~±), ld2± F z}ab
U [(T -  z)2± v +  { y -  z)'2± v -  uv(u +  v) ( s  +  i t]
( 120)
This integra l diverges logarithm ica lly  when the emission of quantum  gluon occurs 
in the v ic in ity  o f a shock wave (u —> 0). It is convenient to replace u and v by 
w =  u +  v and a =  ^  (d =  1 — a ). The lower lim it o f the logarithm ica l integral 
over w is the size o f the shock wave c, ~  where 1 / i n  is the characteristicCf\ '
transverse size. Hence, in the L L A  we have
• 9 o-i da { x ± -  z±) , [ ( )Hr{zL )\ab
' 16tt 1 ln o2 J d~1 JQ a [ ( f  -  5)2 q +  (y -  5)* r>]
1 6 tt J a i  VV
P> r V r  a 1 - j i d J j j z z r
PI PI
y± h : i 2 i i
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FIG . 16. W ilson-line operators in the shock-wave field background.
Thus, the con tribu tion  o f the diagrams shown in Fig. 15 in the L L A  takes the form
,2
,'t\ . _
( U *  S  U I ) a





where we have included the term  coming from  x ,  <  O.y. >  0 (see Fig. 15b).
Likewise, for the diagrams shown in Fig. 16 the result can be obtained by com­
paring the space-time p icture  Fig. 16a w ith  Fig. 15a:
r u xtb K i J l ( ( x L 4 - ( ^ c ) Ty \\ P i  P i )),J"! II +a 6
+  v , x ( ‘ f . ; r ( ( v i  f / i ) )
V A  P I  P \  ) )  a
(123)
The to ta l result for the one-loop evolution o f tw o-W ilson-line  operator is the sum 
of Eqs. (122) and (123) [41]: 
d
C ^ K ( x ± . y x )  =  - ^ J d z x { u { x ± . z ± ) + U ( z L . y 1 ) - U ( x 1 . y 1 ) -
-  W ( j . c ) W ( c . . v ) }
(-? -  y ) i 124)
\vhere
U ( r ± . y i )  =  - v  { T r { U ( x L) [ x± . y L} M ' ( y i ) \ y i - * i ]  + } -  AV) (125)
* > c
This equation describes the m u ltip lica tion  o f pomerons due to  so-called fan  d ia ­
grams. The r.h.s. o f th is  equation is IR and U V  fin ite  r>. It is clear tha t the result of 
6The IR  finiteness is due to the fact tha t T r {t/L r f} corresponds to  the colorless state in t-channel.
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yFIG . 17. Q uark loop intersecting the shock wave.
the two-line operator T r { F 7 Tt} evolution is the same operator (tim es the kernel) plus 
the four-line operator T r { f  T /* } T r { f  T / * }. Accordingly, the result o f the evolution of
the four-line operator is the same operator (tim es some kernel) plus the six-line op­
erator o f the type Tr  { ( / } Tv { UU^ }Tv  { I  JU^} +  and so on.
I I I . 4 Q U A R K  C O N T R IB U T IO N  TO  T H E  SM A LL-X  E V O L U T IO N  OF 
COLOR D IP O LE
The non-linear equation for the sm all-x evolution has the form
The argument o f the coupling constant in Eq. (126). that was left undeterm ined in 
our calculation, is very im portan t from  the both  theoretical and experim ental points 
o f view. From the theoretical v iew point, it is essential whether the coupling constant 
is determ ined by the size o f the orig ina l d ipole |.r -  y\ or by the size o f the produced 
dipoles (|x  — z\ a nd /o r |c — t/|) since they lead to  a very different behavior o f the 
equation solution. On the experim ental side, the cross section is p roportiona l to  some 
power o f the coupling constant so tha t the argument determines how b ig /sm a ll the 
cross section is. The typ ica l argument o f a s is the characteristic transverse momenta
As a consequence, the IR  divergent parts com ing from  the diagrams in Figs. 15 and 16 cancel out. 
However, the result is IR  divergent in case o f the exchange by color state in t-channel [57].
d 
di ]
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o f the process. For high enough energies, they are believed to  be o f the order o f the 
sa turation scale Q s (~  2 3 GoV for the LH C  collider). Thus, oue can see tha t
even the difference between a (Q s) and n ( 2Q s) can make a huge im pact on the cross 
section.
The argument of the coupling constant cannot be determ ined in the L L A  so tha t 
the N LO  calculation is in order. In the next-to-leading order the non-linear equation 
(126) looks as follows
T r q u ^ u ! }  = *
x Tv{ ( ’xU l }T r {U : Ul }  -  A V T r { f /T /J } }  +
+  a' i  J d 2z d2z’ { K , { x .  y. z. z ' ) {Ux . I I I .  Uz. U l )  +
+  K ^ x . y . z . z , ) { lJxJ j \ , A L j . V : . U l U l } )  . (127)
where A 'n lo  E the next-to-leading order correction to the d ipole kernel and AT and 
A"6 are the coefficients in front o f the (tree) four- and six-W ilson line operators w ith  
a rb itra ry  w h ite  arrangements o f color indices. Note tha t A 'm .o  must describe the 
known \ L O  B F K L  con tribu tion . For now. we have completed the ca lculation o f the 
quark part o f the kernel and calculation o f the gluon part is s till in progress.
It should be mentioned, tha t knowing the N'LO result does not lead autom atica lly  
to  the argument o f the coupling constant. In order to  find th is argum ent, we can use 
the renormalon-based ones. As was discussed in Chapter I I .  in the leading logarithm ic 
approxim ation the quark part o f the running coupling constant in front o f the leading 
term  in Eq. (127) comes from  the babble chain o f quark loops. Th is  bubble chain w ill 
be summed up in Section I I I . 4-2. but, at first, we need to  present the results o f the 
next-to-leading order calculation.
I I I . 4.1 Quark contribution to the NLO kernel
There are two types o f quark con tribu tion  in the NLO: w ith  quarks in the loop 
in teracting  w ith  the shock wave (Fig. 17) or w ithou t (Fig. 20). The con tribu tion  of 
the diagram  shown in Fig. 17 has the follow ing form
r  ‘ v u l G In 2 ,\ /  A?/ tai}x % tAA + nxtb x t/jjr ( t2k x d 2k\ d 2k2 d 2k', x
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FIG . 18. Free quark loop contribu tion .
d u  ( A ' , .  k 2) ( k \ . k > 2 ) +  ( A - , .  k \ ) ( k 2 . A - ' )  -  ( A - , .  k'2) ( k [ .  A - , )
X  . / ( »  “  ( A - ,  +  A - ;  ) 2( A -2 +  A '.' ) 2( A - f  u  +  A - ; '2u ) ( A - . j u  +  k'22u )
where A /  is a number o f light quarks (A /  =  3 for the momenta Q s ~  1 -F 2 GcY) 
and Aw/ is the ra p id ity  in terval. To calculate th is diagram we use the dimensional 
regularization and change the dimension o f the transverse space to  d =  2 +  t. The 
ca lculation vields to
4 a 2s N f A i ] taUx X tbUl + ujb S lpylaft2-d
4 7T
dp  dtq dq c, '(p .J)x - i ( p - q - q ' . y ) ±
’1 2 r /u r ( i  -  f )
X /  d c  d i/ (<? +  < /)2-------------------;------- —
d o  V  ( P 2vv +  Q 2uu)
+
r (2 - 1 )
( 1 } ' [ d v  +  Q 2± uu)2 2 
x | 2 P 2 [cc(g. (/') — zii/Q 2 +  2uuvv(q2 +  q'2)] -  4uuvv(P.  q ) { P . q') +  
+  2 u i/( l -  2u) [vv{q.q ' ) {P.q +  q') +  vq2( P . q )  +  uq'2{P.q)\  +  
+ 2 u 2U2Q 2(q +  q' )2} )  TV co' taU(q ) t bU' (q ' )  . (128)
where P  =  p — (q +  q')u. Q 2± =  q{  v +  g' 2
The con tribu tion  o f two diagrams in Fig. 18 is






- ^ ( ) l U ab{ P )  .
p 'i I  ( p i M  ((p - O I V - H p I
The sum of the contribu tions (128) and (129) takes the form
2 q 2. \ /A , / taUx X +  [Jxtb X Uyta ft
2-d
An
1dp dl  e , (p . j ) x - ( p - / . y ) i .  x
Pj
(129)
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FIG . 19. Q uark loop inside the shock wave.
m - j )  | m  - i :
2 f ( 2 -  a
( ( p - O i ) 1- 5
d
—  /  du
F (1 - i) j
(p2 u +  (p - / )2 u ) H _
r o>2 £/n6( / i )  +
( p - 0
7  / -  q) -  u uQ2 +  2uum:(q2 +  (/ -  g)2)] -+  /  d q  - 
J  ( l y[  v v +  Q 2 uu)2~?
+ 2 u u ( l  -  2a){dc(q. I -  q)(P. I) +  vq2(P. I -  q) +  v(l  -  q j 2{ P . <?)] 
- 4 i i uvv{P.q) {P.  I -  q) +  2u2u2Q 2l 2^ T x ^ t alJ {q)tbl P  {q) (130)
Subtracting  the pole at d =  2. as required by the dimensional regularization, we 
derive
a sAi ] taUx X tbIJl +  P j b x  u h a] /  dp  d l  c'(P.x)±-(P-i.y). x6 tt p
/ o  / / 2  f l
1
+  7 ;VQ <f" 7y D U + e ;
+1 | 2 / y2[m ’((?. / -  g) -  fm Q 2 +  2 uuvv{q2 +  (/ -  g)2)]
+  2 u u (l -  2u)[f;e((?./ -  q) {P. l )  +  vq2( P . l  -  q) +  v{l  — q)2(P.q)}  -  
-  4 uuvv ( P . q ) ( P . l  -  q) +  2u2u2Q 2l2^Txcod aU{q) t b(P (q')^J . (131)
We see tha t the first (U V ) term  p roportiona l to  ln ( ...)2p 2 has the same structure  as 
the zero-order con tribu tion  (126). In the next section we w ill use it to determ ine the 
argument o f the running coupling constant in Eq. (126).
I t  can be dem onstrated tha t there arc no add itiona l terms coming from  inside
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FIG . 20. Bubble chain w ithou t the quark loop - shock wave intersection.
F IG . 21. Bubble chain w ith  quark loop crossing the shock wave.
the shock wave. i.e. terms w ith  characteristic transverse momenta o f the order o f the 
shock wave w id th  (see Fig. 19).
I I I . 4.2 Bubble chain and the argument of the coupling constant
To find the argument o f the coupling constant, we can trace the quark part of 
the J -function  (p roportiona l to , \ f ) .  Since the quark part o f the J -function  in the 
L L A  comes from  the bubble chain o f quark loops, we can either have no intersection 
o f quark loops w ith  the shock wave (Fig. 20), or we may have one o f the loops in the 
shock-wave background (Fig. 21). It is easy to  see that the sum of these diagrams 
yields to










p2J i +  {p -  l ) ' {u
^  V bTT fl - )  (p ~  I) 1
(132)
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where we left only the U V part ol the con tribu tion  (131) p roportiona l to  the leading
term  (126) m u ltip lied  by the logarithm s o f (momenta)2 /  p 2. Replacing the quark
2 2 
part o f the T-function  ^ A / l n ^ j  by the to ta l con tribu tion  — y fd o ln ^ i  we derive
A  i] taUs :< tbU l  +  Uxth :< U l t a
x  a d g l
d 2p ( f2l x
1 « S((P ~  0 " )
P2 Jo a s{p2± u +  (p -  l j { u )  ( p - / ) 2
Therefore, our final result for the argument o f the coupling constant in the non­
linear equation (126) is
d p Ul K l)y





d 2p d 2l x
a s( ( p - l ) 2) \ ,i 2 . rab
<>Ap v i + (p -  Oi'O (p-0':
( ) i U ab( L )  (134)
I I I . 5 CONCLUSIONS AN D  OUTLOOK
G ribov. Levin and Ryskin. in the ir pioneering papers [40. 53] first discussed the 
QCD evolution process and have suggested the first nonlinear evolution equation (the 
G LR  equation). Later, a number of studies have led to the most general nonlinear 
evolution equation in the large-N c lim it 
d
dp
N ( x . y )  =  J d2z K,x( x . z . y )  f ( x . z )  +  M ( z . y )  j +
+ J d2z fC2(x.  z . y )  M ( x .  z ) M ( z . y )  +
+ J d2z d2z tC-dx, z. z .  y )  j \T(x.  z ) N ( z .  z ) M ( z ' .  y )  +  . . .  . (135)
where the evolution kernels KL\ and IC2 are known in the leading order o f pertu rba tion  
theory. Obviously, the LO  K,\ kernel coincides w ith  the B F K L  evolution kernel. The 
LO IC2 kernel for the first non linca rity  has also been found in a number o f studies. 
We have derived the result for the argument o f the coupling constant in the non­
linear evolution o f dipoles using the quark part o f the d -function. Th is argument 
is essential since it has a huge impact on the cross section and leads to a different
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behavior o f the equation solution. However, it would be extrem ely interesting to 
confirm  th is result by ca lcu lating the diagrams w ith  gluon loops. That study is in 
progress.
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CHAPTER IV
SCATTERING OF COLOR DIPOLES
Let us consider a classical example o f the scattering o f v ir tu a l photons in QCD. 
The photons decompose in to  quark-antiquark pairs tha t interact by exchanging g lu­
ons. As was mentioned in Chapter I I I .  at high energies quarks move very fast so tha t 
the ir propagation in the background fields o f the exchange gluons is reduced to  the 
gauge factor o f U n( x j_):
ordered along a classical tra jec to ry  o f the particle, i.e. a stra ight line collinear to 
the velocity n. Here i i  is the transverse position (an impact param eter) o f the fast 
quark, tha t does not change in the collision. The propagation o f a quark-antiquark 
pair is described by the color d ipole [59] formed from  the two W ilson lines
where x x and y± are the transverse positions (im pact parameters) o f the quark 
and antiquark. The high-energy scattering reduces then to  the d ipolc-d ipo le  
am plitude integrated over d ipole sizes and separations (see Fig. 22. where the wavy 
lines are gluons and the dashed ones are the W ilson gauge factors):
The collision energy is related to  the relative ra p id ity  tj ( =  angle between the dipoles):
The energy dependence o f the -.‘ V  am plitude is governed by evolution o f the dipoles 
w ith  respect to  the slope o f the W ilson lines determ ined by y [41].
( }n( v j =  p  n„A>l (un+iL) (136)
\Vn(x±.y^) = Tv{(r‘(x1)Un\ y 1)}. (137)
/ d2a i  d2bx I A{ax ) I B{bx ) T { a x ,bx :s (138)
where I A(ax ) so-called unpact factor  (see Appendix C) and T(Uj_.br.  s) is the
dipole-d ipole scattering am plitude:
Here e is the un it vector in the d irection  o f the m otion  o f the second v ir tu a l photon.
P a ■P b  ,—, =  ti ■ e. =  cosh n .
s/ p 'aPb
(140)
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s -► oo
FIG . 2 2 . H igh-energy scattering
We see tha t the dipole-d ipole am plitude is an elementary high-energy scattering 
process. In theories w ithou t asym ptotic partic le  states (for instance. .Y=4 SYM ) 
the d ipole-d ipole scattering is the only way to access the high-energy behavior of 
amplitudes. Moreover, there have been numerous efforts to  estimate the high-energy 
behavior o f hadron-hadron am plitudes using non-perturbative  models for the dipole- 
dipole scattering. U nfortunate ly, the hadron im pact factors cannot be calculated in 
pQCD and can only be related to  the hadron wave functions.
The usual phenomenological approach to  the dipole-d ipole scattering in pQCD 
is to take the ligh t-like  dipoles. However, the m a trix  elements o f the ligh t-like  W il­
son operators contain long itud ina l divergencies. The usual L L A  technique to take 
the ligh t-like  dipoles and to cut all arising divergences [44. 60] seems to  be avoiding 
ambiguities in the next-to-leading order too [61]. However, to go beyond the p e rtu r­
bation theory we have to  consider the scattering o f the off-light-cone dipoles. The 
dipole-d ipole am plitude is then a function  o f the dipole separations and the angle 8 
(~  re lative ra p id ity  y) between the dipoles. I f  th is  am plitude is an ana lytic  func­
tion  o f 9. one can calculate the d ipole-dipole scattering (a corre la tion function o f the 
two in fin ite  rectangular W ilson loops) in the Euclidean region and continue to  the 
M inkowski space. In a recent series o f papers [62. 63] the d ipole-d ipole scattering was 
calculated in the Euclidean space using the A dS -C FT correspondence and continued 
ana ly tica lly  as a function  o f the angle 8 to  the M inkowski space, where 9 —> />/. A n ­
other example o f such ana lytic  continuation  is calculations o f the instanton-induccd
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dipole-d ipole am plitude [64].
To be able to  obta in  the high-energy behavior from  the Euclidean am plitudes it 
is crucial to  verify tha t the dipole-d ipole am plitude is an ana lytic  function o f 0. In 
Ref. [65] th is statement was proved for the corre la tion function  o f the two W ilson 
rectangles w ith  a fin ite  long itud ina l length T  (see also Ref. [6 6 ]). A t fin ite  T . the 
am plitude is an ana lytic  function o f the angle 6 between the rectangles. In the lim it 
T  —> oc-. one recovers the dipole-d ipole scattering am plitude. However, whether 
the T  —> oc lim it commutes w ith  the ana lytic  continuation  from  the Euclidean to 
the M inkowski space is s till an open question. We w ill dem onstrate w ith  exp lic it 
calculations in the first two orders o f pe rtu rba tion  theory tha t the dipole-d ipole 
am plitude is. indeed, an ana lytic  function  o f the angle between the dipoles and dipole 
sizes. Moreover, the a na lv tic ity  survives the T  —> oc lim it in the first two orders 
o f pertu rba tion  theory and. presumably, it happens in all the other higher orders as 
well, so tha t the dipole-d ipole am plitude appears to  be an ana lytic  function  o f 6.
The second im portan t result concerns the rate at which the d ipole-d ipole am­
p litude  approaches the B F K L  asymptotics. A t suffic iently high energies, the cross 
section for the unpolarized d ipole-d ipole scattering is given by the B F K L  form ula
see Ref. [67]). The asym ptotics o f the ~*y* scattering is then given by Eq. (138). The 
form ula (141) is obtained in the L L A  approxim ation, when o s <SC 1; n , ln ,s ~  q , i/  ~  1.
Froissart bound In ' s at asym pto tica lly  large .s. Thus, the B F K L  poineron gives us 
only the pre-asym ptotic behavior at what we can call moderately high energies. It 
is a common belief tha t the true asym ptotics at ,s —► oc (where a ln s 3> 1 ) comes 
from  the un ita riza tion  o f the B F K L  pomeron. Despite numerous efforts, the high- 
energy asym ptotics satisfying the Froissart bound is s till an unsolved problem in 
Q CD (for a recent discussion, see Refs. [6 8 . 69. 72]). In th is Chapter we address 
a different problem tha t is im portan t for m id-energy accelerators. Namely, at what 
energies (1. 10 . or 100 GeY ?) does the L L A  asym ptotics start making sense'.’ To 
answer th is question one should calculate the am plitude exactly and compare it to 
the B F K L  asym ptotics (141). Since it seems to  be an impossible task at present.
(141)
where \ ( v )  =  —-Ri ' ( ^  +  w )  — ( '  is the position o f the hard pomeron a review.
U nfortunate ly, the power behavior s' *■1 ^  -Yr In '2 of the L L A  result (141) violates the
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\vc w ill calculate the d ipole-dipole scattering in the first two orders of pertu rba tion  
theory exactly and compare it to the asym ptotic form. O ur main result is tha t the 
asym ptotics starts ra ther late, at i] ~  5. which translates in to  y/s ~10  GeV for the 
scattering o f dipoles w ith  the p-meson size a ~  0.3 fm.
This Chapter is based on results published in [73] and is organized as follows. 
In  Section IV.  1 we calculate the d ipole-d ipole am plitude and the cross section in 
the leading order o f pertu rba tion  theory. In the second order, we have calculated 
independently both  the d ipole-dipole am plitude and its im aginary part p roportiona l 
to  the cross section. Since the structure  of the diagrams and the result is much 
more transparent for the cross section, in Section I V . 2 we present only results for 
the am plitude in the second order and discuss all details in Section I V 4- where we 
give the detailed ca lcu lation o f the d ipole-d ipole cross section. We discuss the effects 
due to  the running coupling constant in Section IV.S.  In Section I V 5  we provide 
the num erical estimates o f the dipole-d ipole cross section. The exp lic it form  o f the 
second-order am plitudes is given in Appendix D.
IV .1 D IP O LE -D IP O LE  S C A TTE R IN G  IN  T H E  BO RN A P P R O X IM A ­
T IO N
Let's consider the dipole-d ipole scattering am plitude defined as follows
T(X]±.  X)<_: //) =  — / { I I  " ( j 'n .  x 2i )  U f )) • ( IT 2 )
S tr ic tly  speaking, the W ilson lint's form ing dipoles are connected w ith  gauge links at 
in fin ity , so tha t
T ( x ] ± . x 2^ - .x:iL. x Ax:i j )  =  -  / lim  ( i r ^ ( . r l i ..m i ) U ^ ( j 3x. . (143)
where IT ^  is a rectangular W ilson loop o f long itud ina l length T  1
i r ^ ( x i ± . x 21) =  Ti- | c x ( - r i v ) k i±  -  ~ r 2± +  Y " ] |
(144)
Since the gluons reduce to  the pure gauge fields at in fin ity , the precise form  o f a 
contour connecting the points ±  and x 21 ±  f  n docs not m atter. Moreover, we
‘ By de fin ition . [/£ (.r n )  =  + T n .  -  | ; i +  t i _l ]
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use the Feynman gauge for the gluon propagator. In this gauge the links at in fin ity
do not contribu te  to the am plitude and we can om it them to  s im p lify  the notation.
IV . 1.1 Cross section of the dipole-dipole scattering and the optical the­
orem for dipoles
The to ta l cross section o f the scattering o f a d ipole of size a on a dipole o f size b 
may be defined as
aia j _ .b i . r i )  =  J dzj_ s(ox +  c_i_: bj_\?/) (145)
where
s( r , ±- r j )  =  -t.i_ l)|A ') x
. v y o
x (X\ \V'J\ ( x ] ± . x 2L) \ \ l ( . r , ± . . r j l )\0) (146)
is the to ta l am plitude o f the dipole-d ipole trans ition  in to  hadrons. Here the summa­
tion  goes over a ll the interm ediate states except for the vacuum and
H 7' ( x 1x . t .2±) =  lim  -  7ZU- X2± -  ' ^ 1lW r i x ^ ) )  • (Id?)J T^OC \  Z Z /  1J
I f  we include the interm ediate vacuum state in the r.h.s. o f Eq. (146). we obta in  X 2 
due to  the completeness relation. Separating the non-in teracting con tribu tion  in a 
usual way
(0 | lF " ( . r11 . . r i J l F ' ?(T ,1 . x , x )|0) =  X?  +  ,T(x, .  /,) (148)
we have the optical  theorem for the dipole-d ipole scattering:
3 T ( r , 1 . 7/) =  ^  y ( :r i± . x 2± . x.,x ; ?/) . (149)
It is w orth  noting  tha t the high-energy ~*5 * cross section reduces to  the dipole
cross section (146) integrated w ith  impact factors, s im ilar to  Eq. (138) for the am­
plitude:
.4(.s) =  \J d2a Ld2b1 I A{a± ) I B{bx ) a ( a ^ . b^ : i i )  (150)
We w ill calculate the dipole-d ipole cross section in two ways: d irec tly  as the r.h.s. 
o f Eq. (146) or via the optica l theorem as the im aginary part o f Eq. (142).
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IV . 1.2 Lowest order dipole-dipole amplitude
In the leading order of pe rtu rba tion  theory, the corre lation function o f the two
W ilson-line operators is p roportiona l to  the inassless two-dimensional propagator 2:
The con tribu tion  o f the relevant Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 23. has the 
follow ing form:
In tegra ting  over the transverse momenta can be performed exp lic itly , resulting in
where z 12 =  X\± — x 2± (<f- Rof.[72]).
IV .1.3 Dipole-dipole cross section in the Born approximation
As mentioned above, the d ipole-dipole cross section can be found in two ways: 
via the optica l theorem as the im aginary part o f Eq. (153) or d irec tly  as the r.h.s. 
o f Eq. (148). Since the am plitude in the lowest order in a* is purely imaginary, the
unintegrated cross section (146) is
For fu tu re  use. it is instructive  to  calculate s(.c, ; .g)  d irec tly  as the r.h.s. o f Eq. (146). 
In this case, the Feynman rules for ca lculation o f the cross sections can be reproduced 
by a functiona l integral over the double set o f fields [70): ( +  ) to  the righ t o f the cut
2We use the h-inspirod no tations d nk =  ( and & {n^{k) =  (2 tt)n6(n]{k).
(Un(x± ) U' ( y± ) =  - { V n(xx ) i r * ( y L)) =  i g2 cot hr/ /
(152)
X — '(*■' 1 . - n  A  _  , X 4  )_L j x
1
(154)
As usual. (a . b ) i  denotes the (positive) scalar product o f two-dim ensional vectors a_i and bj_.
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x, y  y  x2
x ,  x  X x , 
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) ( 0
(g ) (h) (i) (k)
(1) (m) (n) (o)
(P) (q) (r) (s)
FIG . 23. D ipole-d ipole scattering in the lowest order o f pe rtu rba tion  theory.
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FIG . 24. Cross section o f the dipole-d ipole scattering in the lowest order o f p e rtu r­
bation theory.
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and (-) to the left w ith  the propagators A ± ( i )  corresponding to  the Cutkovsky rules 






_ _  r -m*-y) Sab2~6(k2) 9{k0)
In this nota tion , the dipole-d ipole cross section reads (cf. [71])
s (x IX:7/) =  ( T r l U ' ^ j l x n .  J'2X ) i r ("f ) (.r 11..r2X)} x
x T r{M 7 _ )(x:,i ..r.11) i r (cf ) ( r 3i . x . , 1 ) } )  (156)
The relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. (24). To emphasize tha t here we have only 
the gauge links at T  =  — oc, we draw them explic itly .
The leading-order corre lation function o f W ilson lines in the ( +  ) sector is given 
by Eq. (151) and in the ( - )  sector by the same Eq. (151) w ith  a different sign
= U iiq l, i y ± »
=  i r ’ cotiw ) / ( 157)4tt
Using Eq. (157) it is easy to  see tha t
-  g coth 16n4ki  k ic ( x i i . T 2±:-r.-ix.3:.iX: /;) =   t  g /  e _ J l 2  ~2 (C
11*21
x j _  r '{k2-*2)±J x
X  _ ( 1 5 8 )
where the 2 1 =  16 terms correspond to  16 diagrams shown in Fig. 24. In tegra ting  
over k ± . we reproduce the optica l theorem result (154).
IV .2 SEC O N D -O RD ER  A M P L IT U D E
In the next order o f pe rtu rba tion  theory there are too many diagrams to  present 
them all. Roughly speaking, we must take each diagram  in Fig. 23 and add an extra
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gluon line in all possible ways. For instance, i f  we insert a gluon line in all possible 
ways to  connect the left and the right parts o f the diagram  in Fig. 23(a). we'll have 
the diagrams shown in Fig. 25. Also, we can insert a gluon line in the left or right 
part only and get the disconnected diagrams shown in Fig. 26.
Not all the diagrams for the corre la tor o f the two W ilson loops (142) contribu te  to 
the dipole-d ipole scattering am plitude. There are two exceptional classes o f diagrams 
proportiona l to  the to ta l tim e o f the evolution T . F irs t, there are those shown in 
Fig. 2 6 (q )-(t). tha t describe mass renormal izat ion o f W ilson lines. T he ir con tribu tion  
has the usual form  o f SmL.  where din is the self-energy correction and /, ~  2 T  is the 
perim eter o f the W ilson loop corresponding to  a dipole. S im ilarly, the diagrams in 
Fig. 25(m )-(p) contribu te  to  the binding energy i o f the dipole and lead to  t T  terms. 
These two contribu tions exponentiate so tha t one obtains:
- i ( T v { U U x , ) l ^ { x , ) }  T x { l J " ( x , ) U " \ x , ) } )  =
=  e - u6mT- ' {('2+(i ' )T T { x ] L . x 21.:r: i l .T.i ± . i ] : T )  . (159)
where T(x ,± .  ?/: T )  describes the dipole-d ipole scattering at the tim e T . The resulting 
am plitude
T ( x l ± . i j ) =  lim  T (.r , i . l y.T)  (160)
T —oc
=  lim  - / ( T r { ( / 7 (.r1)6v V ' 2)}  T r {L rZ ( x 3) U ?  {x. i )} <-u*mT^ u '2+(3' ]T
T  — oc
is fin ite  as T  —* oc. In the second order o f pe rtu rba tion  theory, the m u ltip lica tion  in 
the r.h.s. o f Eq. (160) reduces to the subtraction  o f the corresponding terms ( 4 d mT  
and 2cT ). The result is tha t the diagrams in Fig. 25(in )-(p ) and Fig. 26 (q )-(t) are 
left out and in the diagrams in Fig. 25 (i)-( l) and Fig. 26(m )-(p) the color factor — 
is replaced by — ^ —  cF =  — "y- Thus, we are left on ly w ith  the diagrams shown in 
Fig. 25(a)-(j) and Fig. 26(a)-(r).
There are ~  20 times more diagrams obtained from  the extra gluon add ition  to 
the graphs in Fig. 23(b),(c)....(s). The calculation o f these diagrams is standard but 
ra ther lengthy and some details are shown in Section I V . 4- Here we present only the 
final result for the am plitude and discuss the con tribu tion  o f different diagrams.
We have performed a calculation o f the dipole-d ipole am plitude in both  the Eu­
clidean and M inkowski spaces. In the Euclidean space, th is am plitude is a corre lation
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FIG . 25. T yp ica l connected diagrams for the dipole-d ipole am plitude
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0 ) < k ) ( 1)







FIG . 26. Disconnected diagrams for the dipole-d ipole am plitude.
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function o f the two W ilson rectangles at angle 6 (such as cos 6 =  n-c) .  In bo th  cases, 
the g6 am plitude has the follow ing form  (in  the Euclidean space ?/ =  id):
tg6 N c( N ? - \ )
T { x , ± .g)  = c o t h  7/ X 161'
4 -  8
X (C' ^ >  -  eX ^ ) ^ c,(k'2.I3)± _  J &- 2 ^  +  _  k_2 _  kJ j
Ajky.g)  ( K 2 -  4) coth 7/ /  1 1 \
k ] + k \ ) c  , 7 r  x * (k i  +  k \ ) \  \ k j k ' l  + H k ’i )(k
+ &2(k} +  k\ )S2(k2 +  A - ' , )  
x C O , h „ / ^ {  —
+
('
ITT 7/i A "  — 4
T  +
+ Ay
+ —  hi 
27r | A'i
i ~ I>)2 p2{k-2 - p )
(i2 ( b  X f \  , 1 , 11
x j i M U ' 2 A d  +  ; h l "  w * *
2 X *  
+7}
Here p  is the norm alization point o f the M S  scheme. The exp lic it form  o f the func­
tion  A(k ] ,  k[ .  k>. k'2: g) is given in Appendix D. Note tha t the A(k , : q )  are analytica l 
functions o f 7/ and A'jy w ith  singularities at 7/ —> 0  corresponding to  the bound state 
o f two paralle l dipoles.
The r.h.s. o f Eq. (161) consists o f two terms. The first te rm 3 comes from  the 
connected diagrams o f the type shown in Fig. 25. The first expression o f the second 
term  comes from  the glnon reggeizatum diagrams shown in Fig. 26(a)-(d). while 
the second expression ~  ^  results from  the gluon and quark self-energy
diagrams shown in Fig. 26(e)-(h). The diagrams in Fig. 26 (i)-( l) vanish (cf. Ref. [74]). 
while the terms coming from Fig. 26(m )-(p) are the pure divergency I  811(1 
vanish in the fram ework of the dimensional regularization. It is easy to see tha t the 
apparent divergency at k 4- k1 —> 0  in the gluon reggcizatoon terms cancels w ith  the 
corresponding con tribu tion  to A(k, : i j )  (see Eq. (195)).
The m ain conclusion from the Eq. (161) is tha t the d ipole-d ipole am plitude is 
an ana ly tic  function  o f the angle 7/. It is easy to  cheek tha t the functions A(k, : t i )  
become real as 7; —* 16 (see the Appendix D)  and so does the am plitude i T ( x tL . id).
It  is w orth  noting  tha t in the L L A  (as 7/ —» oc) we reproduce the first ite ra tion
3The A\2 -  4 oddcron con tribu tion  conics from  the s truc tu re  dabrdabc.
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of the B F K L  kernel
7 /— * DC ig6n NC(N? -  l )  / \ 2d2k, (t ’k> d2k\ <t'2ki x
4?!- 4 J  "  "*
x _  f, — i (A-1. j*2 ) ^  — i (A:']. —i(A', .-r-j) j x
X  "  -  (■
x-'2
(162)
J ( k 2.xi)  _  ^ { k 2 . T 2 ) ^ e i (k ‘,.x3)± _  c t(k'2.x.i )± j  x
(A'i -  k>)'2 AT2A -r2 +  A'2 -'A-;
X  <7 (Aq +  A-; -  A-, -  A y )
-  A 2 (Aq +k\ ) j d 2p { - ^
A'f A'I A-j 2 A’V2 +  A-;2 (A-i +  A-;)'2
A’f A'i
p)- p2(A-2 - p ) 5}
IV .3 R U N N IN G  C O U P LIN G  C O N S TA N T
As we shall see below, the diagrams con tribu ting  to the renorm alization o f the 
coupling constant arc somewhat unusual: as in the case o f a heavy-quark poten­
tia l the coefficient ^ y .Y r — in front o f the In // comes from  both  the
U V  and IR -divergent diagrams (cf. [74]). To show tha t, it is ins tructive  to  start 
w ith  a scattering o f the ligh t-like  dipoles, where the diagrams for the coupling con­
stant renorm alization are the usual UV-divergent vertices and self-energies shown in 
Fig. 27.
As was mentioned above, the scattering am plitude for the ligh t-like  dipoles is 
not a well-defined quan tity  because o f the long itud ina l divergencies corresponding to 
?/ =  oc coming from  the diagrams in Fig. 25(a)-(h) and Fig. 26(a)-(d). By cu ttin g  
these divergencies, we find the asym ptotica l con tribu tion , i.e. Eq. (162). A part 
from  th is  con tribu tion , the only non-zero diagrams are those shown in Fig. 26(e)-(h). 
They lead to  the renorm alization o f the coupling constant in Eq. (153). Standard 
com puta tion  o f these diagrams yields to  the con tribu tion
,2
^  In • (163)
where the ^ |A 'C -  term  comes from the diagram in Fig. 27(a) and the sim ila r 
diagram  w ith  the quark loop in Fig. 26(o). while 2.YC term  comes from  the diagram 
in Fig. 27(b). It  tu rns out tha t the diagram  in Fig. 27(c) vanishes, while the diagram
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FIG . 27. Running coupling constant for the lig h t-likc  dipoles.
in Fig. 27(d) is irrelevant since i t  contributes only to  the mass renormal izat ion dm 
o f the W ilson line (see Eq. (159)).
Surprisingly, the structure  o f the diagrams con tribu ting  to  the running coupling 
constant is quite  different for even s ligh tly  off-the-light-cone dipoles: the diagram  in 
Fig. 27(a) is the same as for the ligh t-like  dipoles, the diagram in Fig. 27(b) vanishes, 
and the diagram  in Fig. 27(c) is a pure divergency o f the type f  tha t is set to 
zero in the dimensional regularization approach. Following Ref. [74], it is convenient 
to  w rite  down th is divergent term  as
The U V  pole ^  together w ith  the pole coming from  the diagram  in Fig. 27(a) forms
the diagrams in Fig. 28.
Due to  the cancellation between the U V  and IR contribu tions to  the d ia­
gram shown in Fig. 27(c). in order to  reproduce the running-coupling coefficient
(164)
the term  ( y - W  — v Y h - while the IR  pole cancels w ith  s im ila r poles in
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(a) (b)
FIG . 28. IR divergent diagrams con tribu ting  to  the renorm alization o f the coupling 
constant.
| j A ' c — in front of In //"  in the dimensional regularization, one should take
in to  account not only the usual U V  divergent diagrams in Fig. 27 but also the IR- 
divergent diagrams in Fig. 28 (cf. [75]). As a result, the coefficient A:c — in 
front o f the ln p 2 term  comes from  the diagram  in Fig. 27 (a )1. while the ln p 2 
term  comes from  the diagrams in Fig. 28.
This m ix tu re  o f the IR and U V divergencies could have been a source o f different 
problems. The cornerstone o f the B F K L  approach is the assumption tha t all the 
(ln s )-te n n s  come from  the long itud ina l integrations, while the integrations over the 
transverse momenta are convergent at A’2 ~  m 2. where m is o f the order o f masses (or 
v irtua litie s ) o f the co llid ing  particles5. Th is  assumption is not true for the diagrams 
leading to  the coupling constant renorm alization since they are U V  divergent. How­
ever. the structure  o f these diagrams is very simple. Namely, they are 1-loop vertex 
and self-energy corrections. A fte r subtraction o f the ^  poles, the integrals over A'2 
are bound w ith  /A2. In our case, the structure  o f the integrals over the transverse 
momenta is more complicated due to  the m ix tu re  o f the IR and U V  divergencies. 
There are ind iv idua l diagrams, where the upper cu to ff in the integrals over is the 
energy y/s ra ther than £ or the norm alization scale //. Such contribu tions give the 
add itiona l non -B F K L  (In s ) terms coming from the logarithm ica l integrals over the
transverse momenta f  Fortunatelv. such terms cancel out in the final sum of all
±
diagrams and the rem aining transverse integrals are cut o ff by the dipoles' sizes (or 
‘‘A ll  the other diagram s shown in Fig. 27 vanish.
''’ A fte r sum m ation o f the B F K L  ladder we have diffusiveness in the transverse momenta leading 
to  ln A-2 ~  ydn  A . but such terms do not spoil the power counting in (ln .s )".
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by the norm aliza tion  point //).
IV .4 CROSS SEC TIO N
In case o f the cross section (146). the structure  o f the diagrams is more transpar­
ent. There are two types of Feynman diagrams: w ith  and w ithou t a gluon emission. 
Typ ica l diagrams o f the first type are shown in Fig. 29. The sum o f these diagrams 
is p roportiona l to  the square o f the fin ite-energy L ipatov vertex /2‘ (Aq. A' \ ) l . l t(k2. k',). 
where the L ipatov vertex




is a sum of all possible emissions o f the real gluon w ith  momentum (Aq +  k\)  from 
the left part o f the diagrams in Fig. 29. Th is vertex is gauge-invariant:
(k\ +  k\Y ‘ L(k \ .  k [ )  =  0 (166)
The expression (165) at in fin ite  energies (nc ) —> oc reduces to  the usual asym ptotic 
form o f the L ipa tov vertex [67]. The sum of the diagrams in Fig. 29 has the form
x 2± \ .r3 7/),.-ig.29 =  gbN c
Aq d l k\ d xk2 d %
. V ? - l  —   -.v  ' c j  i2 8 tt7 A-*| Ayf  k2 k ' l
x 6 ^*(k\  +  A'j — k -2 — k2) d{k\  +  k \ ) 2 ff(k\ -(- Aqjo 3(Aq • n) d{k2 • 11) x
x 6 {k\ ■ e) S(k2 • c) ( r~ ' (k' ' x' ^  -  c~l{k'-X2)x) x
x _ ct(kl-r-l)± (r ’ (h-ri)± _  r '(*.‘2■■T2)±'j x
x (( L(A-,.A-')] .
:i67 :
The exp lic it form  of the product o f two L ipatov vertices is 
—/,(Aq. k[)  ■ L{k>. k2) =  ^ - { k 2k ' 2 +  k j k ' i )  +  2(Aq -  A'2)2(ne)2 -
k \ t:k ]„
- 4 ( k l2Ul +  k 2c) - 2 (nc)
k]
-  lie
k ' i k ' i  k 2k:
(168)
: i i : i
k'~A  1 71
where Aqe =  (Aq • c) and k \n =  (k\ ■ n). A pa rt from  the diagrams w ith  emission o f a 
real gluon, there arc diagrams w ith  an extra v ir tu a l gluon. For example, if  we take 
the diagram  in Fig. 24(h) and insert an extra gluon line in the left ( —) sector in all 
possible ways, we w ill derive the diagrams shown in Fig. 30. We do not display the












FIG . 29. Typ ica l d ipolc-d ipo le  cross section diagrams w ith  a gluon emission.
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diagrams corresponding to  Stri or <5(. The con tribu tion  o f these diagrams vanishes 
since the phase factors e- ' ( 2,n+(]T and e'('2rn+,)T coming from the left and righ t parts 
o f the cut cancel out in the cross section. Once again, th is leads to  the replacement 
o f the color factor — 7^- by - 7A—  c.y =  in the diagrams shown in Fig. 29(m) 
and Fig. 3 0 (f)-( i) . The calculation yields to:
4 gA N c co tli'2 i] f  d2k \ ± d2k2±
s l J ' i i - J a i - - ^ . n - UlVig.m =  ~  I  1:2 77T~ x (169)•V* -  1 M 4tt J 16tt* k 2± k2
X  _  (_ - H k ] . s 2 ) ±  j  , J 3  ) i  _  c >( k \ - j  x
x (f.Uki-ziU _  j _  p - i(*■"->.^ 4)3.  ^ x
.2 (.2 
'11 . A11d2p ± f  k 2^  k 2±
-  7 / c o t h  77 /  — — 7 -   7 H---------------------------------- 7  +
V_ \ _  2 .V /\  
, | / \ 3  3.Yr /4 7  V  A \2
where the first gluon rcggcization term  comes from  the diagrams in Fig. 30(a).(h) 
and the second term  conies from  the diagrams in Fig. 30(n).(o). As in the case o f the 
am plitude, the diagrams in Fig. 30(j)-(m ) vanish and the diagrams in Fig. 30(h).(i) 
produce a pure divergencv ~  f  ^  tha t does not contribu te  to  the final result in the
K't
framework o f the dimensional regularization. As was discussed in Section I V . 3. such 
divergency leads to the m ix ing  o f the IR and U V singularities. F ina lly, the diagrams 
in Fig. 30(c:)-(e) cancel out w ith  the corresponding diagrams w ith  an extra  gluon to 
the righ t o f the diagram  cut.
The diagrams in Fig. 30(f).(g ) should be regularized by fin ite  T  before calcula­
tion. A fte r the sum m ation of all the relevant diagrams shown in Fig. 30 (f).(h ) and 
Fig. 29(g).(111) .(11). the lim it T  —> oc becomes regular. Perform ing the rem aining 
integrations over the long itud ina l momenta in Eq. (167) and over p in Eq. (169). one 
obtains
g{x l ± . x 2± -.x3 1 . n )  =  g ‘r  r , 1  ^  <t2k\ < t %  X (170)
l b T r t a n n  // J
x  ( t, - ' ( k l . . r i )  _  c - i ( f c i . i 2 ) ^  ^e ~ i ( k \ . x 3) _  c - i ( k \ . x 4) j  x  
x  (ci(k2-ri) _  _  (Ji(k'2.Xi)±  ^ x
e- 2 /1 , / / / 1 1 \ 0 (^ ' d ) ,x  <7 ( A  1 +  A q  -  k > -  k 2 ) — —  6 +
(Aq +  k\ )6
P
g2N c(. \ '2 -  1) r d 2k ^ c t 2k2 x
167  t an li3 // J  k 2k 2
x _  c ~ i ( k i . x - 2 ) \  / c H k i . X 3 )  _  fli(Ci .J.i)'
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FIG. 30. Typical dipole-dipole cross section d iagram s with an ex tra  v irtual
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x [ci{k-2.n) _  c>(k2.i2)  ^ ^p-i(fc2J3) _  (J-i(k2.ii)^ x
P2(*'i -  P)2 P2( k2 -  P)2 J




and a i . 0 2 - • • • 05 correspond to the f i rst, second. . . .  f i f th  terms in Eq. (168) respec­
tively. It should be mentioned that the fifth  term  in the r.h.s. o f Eq. (168) is IR 
divergent. A fte r the regularization, in add ition  to  (irfk,:  p). it produces the In / r  Xu -t -m 
term , which forms ( y A y  — ’/ )  together w ith  a con tribu tion  from  the self-energy
diagrams in Fig. 30(n).(o). The exp lic it form  o f the functions involved is:
where A, can be found in Appendix D. Hence, the unintegrated cross section (170) 
is given by the im aginary part o f the am plitude (161) (see the optica l theorem for 
dipoles (149)).
The cross section o f d ipole-d ipole scattering is given by the in tegra l (145)
« 1( A q . A ' 2 . A - ; . P ' : p )  =  3 ? . 4 I ( A 1 . A , . A - ; . A ' : p ) . (172)
(173)
IV .4.1 Asymptotics of the cross section
As 17 —> oc. the cross section (173) reduces to
^asy {kl. b. ,s) > / (174)
j  +  —  In f i2n b ^ & (k  +  A-')
In (A- +  A ')2/A 2 / 2 A 
(A- +  A' ) 2 -  A-2 V P'; 
' 2 \  A2 +  k'
2 ;r \ { k  +  A- ')2 
ln(A +  A ')2/A ' 2 ( 2 k
(A +  A- ')2 -  A
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It is easy to  see tha t the integrals over the transverse momenta converge at k]_ ~  a~2. 
The integrals over k f  diverge in the ind iv idua l diagrams and cut o ff by s in the 
corresponding exact expressions (173) and (170). However, as was discussed in the 
Section I V . 3. in the sum o f all diagrams such terms cancel out.
The structure  o f the asym ptotic result (174) has the form  i j a (a .b )  +  a'(a.b) .  
The term  ~  ?/ is the first ite ra tion  o f the B F K L  kernel. A fte r the in tegra tion  over k 
and k ' . it gives the first term  in the expansion o f r/n,x(l/) in powers o f n.s. The second 
term  may be called the dipole impart factor.  Indeed, the standard representation of 
the B F K L  asym ptotics o f the cross section has the form
<7a«y =  l (a - k A  ?/Abfk1- I [b .k 'L ) . (175)
where A ’b i- k l  is t ho B F K L  kernel (the L L A  kernel +  NLO  B F K L  kernel + ...) . The 
kernel terms come from  the central region o f the rap id ity , while the impact factors 
come from the fringes o f the long itud ina l integral, where the momentum of the em it­
ted gluon is almost collinear to n or c. However, we do not access the N LO  B F K L  
terms [76] tha t would correspond to the am plitude contribu tions ~  a;1 In .s. A ll the 
non-LLA  terms in Eq. (174) should be included in to  the dipole impact factors I(b. k \ )  
and I  (a. k f ) .  where
r / l  , , . 2 {k.b)  , 0 ;2 f  d 2k'  [ln(A- +  k ' ) 2/ k 2 ( 2 k 1 A  2
I(b, k±) =  sin — ----- 1- 2a., A' / — j -
(k  +  k ' ) 2 -  k2 \  k '2 )  k




The im pact factor (176) comes from the region o f the long itud ina l momenta in the 
em itted gluon close to  n. The integral in the r.h.s o f Eq. (176) is convergent and 
behaves like In k 2b2 for k —> oc. Num erically, the o s correction to  the impact factor 
(176) is quite  significant. It is responsible for the difference between the dotted  and 
dash-dot lines in Fig. 31. Recently calculated, the N LO  corrections to  the v irtu a l 
photon impact factor also appear to be big (see Refs. [77, 78]).
IV .4.2 Unpolarized dipole-dipole scattering
The unpolanzed d ipole-d ipole scattering corresponds to  the cross section (173) 
averaged over the o rienta tion  o f the dipoles :
fddadQb -
=  / --------------ota .b . tJ 2tt 2tt va(a .b \s )  /  —— —— a( . b: s) (177)
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Note tha t in the unpolarized " * * '  scattering the impact factor (193) depends only 
on |a| and |fe| so tha t the cross section o f the unpolarized " *a*  scattering (138) is 
given bv the unpolarized d ipole-d ipole cross section in Eq. (177) integrated over the 
d ipole sizes w ith  weights being impact factors
g 2\a(a. b: g) =  g ( \ r — 1) c o t l r  g
2 -
<t2k d 2k'  [1 -  J o ( M [ l  -  Jo(k'b)] x
x +  f ^ [  I -  M k a ) } \  1 -  JQ(kb)} x
(k +  k 'Y  
g 2\ -
X  1 +
2 7T
1 ( b 2 A / \ ,  r- * , v ,3------ ( --------------  ) In —  H In i r a b
4t tV3 3 A c )  k 2 2tt 1
The exp lic it form  o f the function a . f (k .k ' \g )  is presented in Appendix D.
— r/co tlw ; / <t2p
k ‘
P2( k  -  p)2 +
H' 1 ;i7 8 )
IV .5 N U M E R IC A L ESTIMATES OF TH E D IPO LE-D IPO LE CROSS 
SECTION
Let us consider the unpolarized scattering o f equal-size dipoles. In th is case we 
have only one-scale problem and it is na tu ra l to  take // =  u _1. where a is a dipole 
size. The am plitude (178) reduces to
a (a .a : i j )  =  1G7tu o s(u) coth i]
where
#(!,) =  8irj i 2k-d-k'  [1 -  J„(k) ] [  1 -  Ml')\
! —J P2(k
1 +  Go s(a)$ (g )
af (k. k': g)
- 8 - / ^ [ 1  - T] cot h g
{k +  k ’ Y
d 2p In k
(179)
(180)
— pY  2tt k2
where we have rescaled k and k' by a and took Ag =  A’r =  3. Th is  expression should 
be compared to  the asym ptotica l form  (174). which gives
o^yia.a- .g)  =  IG tra ( (n ) f lJ 1 +  Go s(u )(I)m .a + ii-'(?/)
where
^ i . i . a + i f  — 8"  f  - j-r~ j-y2 ~  [1 -  Jo{k ) \  [1 -  J q (A - ' )
: i 8 i :
(182)
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f  2,, \n{k +  k ' )2/ k 2 / 2 k 2 \
\  (k +  k ' )2 (k +  A-')2 -  k 2 V  A-'2 J
l n ( A - +  k ' )2 j k ' 2 / 2 k ' 2 - n  ^  i-'2~ ' Y /  ( 2  x 0 A22 +  k |
./)-> _  k ,2 {  A-2 V  k2k '2 j
^  [1 -  . / 0 ( A -)]2 | tjJ d 2p
+  {k +  k
, f ^ k H , „>V> f [+2 k'2
-  8 1 J  T T  11 -  '/ " w l ‘  Wrf "  +  2 7
is a sum of t h e  L L A  term  ~  7/ a n d  t h e  im pact factor term  ~const.  Numerically. 
$ i . l a + i k ( 7/ )  — 1-65 {>] — 3.25) so t h a t
(7^ . ( 0 , a: 7/) =  167ra2Q2(u) 1 +  9.88 a s(a)(i ]  — 3.25) . (133)
where ?/ corresponds to the L L A  approxim ation and the coefficient —3.25 comes from  
the dipole impact fac to r  (176). We have not calculated the next ~  1 term  in the 
asym ptotic expansion (183). but the fit to  Fig. 31 suggests a coefficient o f the order 
o f 100 in front o f it.
On Fig. 31. we have depicted the comparison between the function  Of?/) (solid 
line), describing the exact second-order cross section, its asym ptotics (F l i . a - i- i f ( ?/ )  
Eq. (182) ( dotted line), and the pure B F K L  asym ptotics $>u..\{i]) =  1.64 7/ ( dashed 
l ine).
We have used the VEGAS  a lgorithm  of the M onte-C arlo technique w ith  15% accu­
racy to  calculate the function  $ ( 77). From Fig. 31 we see. tha t the B F K L  asym ptotics 
starts ra ther late, at 7/ ~  5. which translates in to  y/s ~  10 GeV for the scattering 
o f dipoles w ith  the p-meson size a ~  0.25f m .  Th is  is. perhaps, not surprising since 
even w ith in  the N LO  B F K L  approxim ation itse lf the asym ptotics starts re la tive ly 
late, at 7/ ~  6 -y 8 for the realistic dipoles [79], It should be emphasized, however, 
tha t these are two different theoretical questions relevant to  the B F K L  description 
o f the experim ental cross sections: how good is the B F K L  approxim ation to  the 
true high-energy asym ptotics and when th is true asym ptotics makes sense. For the 
second-order d ipole-d ipole scattering, the first question is when the im pact factor 
correction ~  const, can be neglected in comparison to  the L L A  Ins  term , whereas 
the second question is when the ^ corrections disappear. We can m ain ly address 
the second question and the conclusion is tha t the true asym ptotics, represented by 
^ l l a + i f -  starts ra ther late.
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FIG . 31. Exact cross section and its  B F K L  asymptotics.
IV .6 CO NCLUSIONS
O ur main conclusion is that the scattering o f dipoles is as suitable process to 
study the energy behavior o f Q CD am plitudes as. for instance, the scattering of 
v ir tu a l photons. Th is result could have been different because the in fin ite  length of 
the W ilson lines form ing dipoles leads to  the m ix tu re  o f the IR and U V  divergencies. 
Moreover, there are ind iv idua l diagrams, where the upper cu to ff in the integrals 
over the transverse momenta is s ra ther than £ or the norm alization scale p. Such 
contribu tions lead to  add itiona l non -B F K L  ln.s terms. Fortunately, in the fina l sum 
o f a ll diagrams such terms cancel out. so tha t the transverse integrals are cut o ff by 
the d ipole sizes or norm alization point //. The resulting d ipole-d ipole am plitude is 
an ana lytic  function o f the angle between dipoles and. in princip le, one can derive 
the B F K L  kernel from  the Euclidean calculation.
The next conclusion, based on numerical calculations, is tha t the high energy 
d ipole-d ipole scattering asym ptotics starts ra ther late, at 7/ ~  5. It would be in te r­
esting to check th is statement for a scattering o f v ir tu a l photons ra ther than dipoles.
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However, the corresponding photon-photon scattering diagram  contains four loops 
so tha t one should not expect th is ca lculation to  be performed in the near future.




In th is dissertation we have studied three m a jo r aspects o f Q uantum  C hrom ody­
namics. Namely, in Chapter I I  we have discussed crucia l challenges o f the renormalon 
divergence. Renormalons have been a very active area of research over the past years 
since they expand our understanding o f the large-order behavior and power correc­
tions to  p a rticu la r processes in QCD. Moreover, the true  asym ptotics o f pe rtu rba tion  
theory in theories w ith  a runn ing coupling constant is determ ined by the renormalons. 
We have demonstrated tha t from the functiona l-in tegra l v iew point the renormalons 
do not correspond to  a pa rticu la r configuration, but manifest themselves as d ila ta tio n  
modes in the functiona l space.
In  Chapter I I I  we have addressed the second m a jo r aspect o f Q CD related to 
the sm all-x dynamics. In pQCD the s m a ll- jr  asym ptotic behavior is described in 
the leading logarithm ic approxim ation by the B F K L  pomeron tha t sums up the 
leading energy logarithm s. However, it is possible to  reform ulate the B F K L  equation 
as an evolution equation o f W ilson-line operators. We have derived the result for 
the argument of the coupling constant in the non-linear evolution o f dipoles using 
the quark part of the d -function. follow ing the babble chain argument discussed in 
Chapter II. We plan to  confirm  th is result by ca lculating the diagrams w ith  gluon 
loops. The calculations are in progress.
In  Chapter I V  we have studied the scattering o f color dipoles. We calculated 
the dipole-d ipole scattering am plitude exactly in the first two orders o f pe rtu rba tion  
theory. O ur m ain conclusion is tha t the scattering o f dipoles is. indeed, a suitable 
process to  study the energy behavior o f Q CD amplitudes. The second conclusion is 
tha t for the dipole-d ipole scattering o f equal-size dipoles, the high-energy asym ptotics 
starts ra ther late, at p ~  5. In many cases, such as deep inelastic scattering, one of 
the dipoles is small. The conventional assumption is tha t the propagation am plitude 
for the small-size dipole through a hadron is p roportiona l to  the area of  the dipole 
a2 m u ltip lied  by the gluon parton density normalized at / r  =  1/u*. Th is formula 
is valid for the asym pto tica lly  small dipoles, but it is unknown how b ig /sm a ll the 
dipoles are. and at what energies the asym ptotics makes sense. Th is is an im portan t
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question since in the analysis o f DIS from a nueleus based on the non-linear equation 
for the d ipole evolution we assume tha t at the energy o f a few GeV and size of 
the order o f the sa tura tion  scale ( 2 - 3  GeV for LH C ) the d ipole m a trix  element 
between the nucleon states satisfies th is approxim ation a2C-(a~2). Since at present 
we cannot perform  model-independent calculations o f the dipole-hadron amplitudes, 
we can consider the target to  be a second dipole w ith  a size o f a typ ica l hadron. 
For th is  DIS from  a color d ipole we can answer the question o f at what size o f the 
spectator d ipole the a2C  approxim ation makes sense. These studies are in progress.
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APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY
The follow ing abbreviations are often used in the thesis:
DD  .......................  double d is trib u tio n
DIS .......................  deeply inelastic: lepton scattering
DYCS .......................  deeply v ir tu a l Com pton scattering
G PD .......................  generalized parton d is trib u tio n
II .......................  instanton -  an tiinstanton configuration
L L A  .......................  leading logarithmic: approxim ation
MS .......................  m in im al subtraction  renorm alization
MS .......................  modified MS
N LO  .......................  next — to  — leading order
OPE .......................  operator product expansion
P D F .......................  parton d is tr ib u tio n  function
Q C D  .......................  quantum  chromodynamics
Q ED .......................  quantum  electrodynamics
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APPENDIX B 
DIRAC DETERMINANT: ONE-LOOP RESCALING
We want to  prove tha t rescaling of an a rb itra ry  configuration by a factor A (p —> 
Ap) at the one-loop level leads to  the m u ltip lica tio n  o f the D irac determ inant by a 
factor of
A bs/s^ ( lg4)
where S is the action o f th is configuration. For a determ inant o f the D irac operator 
in the background o f a field A ^ x \ p )  characterized by the size p we w ill prove tha t 1
det P 2 =  y /dc t P 1 A 12^ ? (185)
where =  id^ +  A ^ [x )  is the operator o f the covariant momentum for our con­
figuration  and l }fl =  id ,, +  A tl(x) is the covariant momentum in the background of
iA-1 / — • • ' 'Hi ~  ' '  - ‘ /it
notations we can w rite  down
the stretched configuration A fl(x) =  A tl( x : \ p )  =  A ' / ! , , ( A {x :p ) .  Using Schwinger's
roc ds
hi det P~ =  — J  —  J  (1\t T r(.r|c 's^ 2|.r) (186)
where |x) are the eigenstates o f the coordinate operator normalized according to
(x\y)  =  —.(/). The integra l in Eq. (186) diverges for the D irac operator, so tha t
we assume a cu to ff s >  c and take r —> 0 in the final results. A fte r the change of
variables x  —> A_1j \  the in tegra l in the r.h.s. o f Eq. (186) reduces to
In det P 2 =  -  J —  J d {x  T r ( : r | f r sA 2^ ' \ x )  (187)
so tha t
In det P 2 — In dot P 2 =  J — J d 'x  T r(j-|c  sA ** — c sf°2‘x)
=  — lim  [  — [  d ' x  T r( j'|c  ^ l - r )  (188)
, j ° 7 a - * i  s  J
Using the well-known DeW itt-Seelcy coefficients for the D irac operator [30]
" z h  +  i g p  ( ’V ' X & m - Im >
'F o r s im p lic ity , we assume tha t the D irac opera tor has no zero modes, as in the case o f the I I  
valley. For a trea tm ent o f the D irac opera tor w ith  zero modes see e.g. [29].
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we obta in
In det f  l  =  In det C™ O™ (190)
which corresponds to  Eq. (185). In  the case o f :V; quark flavors, the coefficient in 
the r.h.s. o f Eq. (185) w ill be m u ltip lied  by A '/ leading to the factor A - |-N/ 5/87r2. Th is 
factor is easily recognized as a quark part of the one-loop coefficient b for the Gell- 
M ann-Low J -function  in Eq. (184). S im ilarly, the rescaling o f the gluon (or ghost) 
determ inants reproduces the gluon (or ghost) part of the one-loop coefficient b in 
Eq. (184). Thus, we have shown tha t c s3 —» e sTT) w ith  one-loop accuracy. Using 
the two-loop formulas for the Seeley coefficients, one could prove tha t c sTU repro­
duces at the two-loop level and dem onstrate tha t g2 —► g2(p) in the pre-exponential 
factor g~ ] ‘ as well (as it follows from the renorm alizab ility  o f the theory).
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A PPENDIX C 
VIRTUAL PHOTON IMPACT FACTOR
In  the m om entum  representation, the V  im pact factor for the transverse photons 
w ith  the in it ia l po larization  cA and final e'A is given by
1
/  ( M  =  -  /  dad3 —
Ay no  -  p \ 3 3
(191;
x j ( l  -  2qq )(1  -  233 ) (cA.e'A)k2L +  Acin33  2(cA. k){e'A. k) -  (eA.c'A)k2± j
where x  =  1 — x. I f  we average over the transverse polarizations, the last term  drops 
so tha t
r \ k L) = [ do d.3
(1 -  2 o o ) { \  -  2 3 3)k'{
2(A-^aa- — pA33)
In the coordinate representation, the impact factor (192) takes the form
/ • V n  ^  , - \ k A
; i  -  2do ) ( l  -  233)
(192)
do d3  
2 A i
4/rna
,2 an  
- p \ x \  x
l A  1 33
(193)
3 3
- P aA t z  ) +  \ - P a j K *33
2 2 QQ
-Pa 1 33
where K,  are the M cDonald functions. Note tha t the spin-averaged impact factor 
(193) depends only on x A.




The scattering am plitude is a sum of five functions coming from  the five terms in 
the product o f two L ipa tov vertices
A ( k , r .  7/) =  ^ . 4 ( A ' , - 7 / ) (194)
1 = 1
The exp lic it form  o f the firs t function is 
-4 i(A 'ijJ =  r'2) +  A\ {v\ .  r-i).
. , „ 2 7 )  cot h 7) cosh2 7)
A \ { r x. r } ) =  —---------1 +
(195)
r 11j 4r,Vj cosh 7/ -  (1 -  r, -  r } )2
2 7 /  tanh 7 / \  47 ' ,  sinh2 ?/ +  3 +  7', —^  _  / a / ^ +
+
(1 — ?•,) s inh2 7/
27/ tanh 7/\  4?  ^s inh2 7/ +  3 +  r 3 — 47/(1 +  r, +  i ' j )/  z / t a n 7 /
V  -  — — ) (1 — Vj) s in h ' 7/ + r,Tj sinh 27/
77T C O t  l l  7/ r >r j 1/2
r i r ]  1 ( 1  —  r i ) ( l  —  r j )  y j  r i I ' j  —  !  +  / ' ,  +  7 ’j
k2,where r, =  ^ aI1(l( K1 + K j ) ^
In - 1  — 2 s inh '2 ’l { r ' + \ f T + ]
(196)
The second function is 
.4, =  - 2  r,
where
4 / ( 7 - , .  I ' j )  =
M ( n . r \ )  -  .1/(7',. 7-() -  4 /(7 '!. 7-^ ) +  M { r 2.r' ,) 
( n  -  r 2)( r \  -  r'2)
(195
4 cosh2 7/7',7j — (1 — r, — Vj)'2
(2r, cosh2 7/ +  1 — 7', — i ' j ) l t +  (2 i j  cosh2 7/ +  1 — r, — f j ) l t —
-  27/sinh 27/ +  in  ( 2  cosh 7/ -I 1 J \  sinh 7/
v \A v 7 2
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- t =  77— • Note tha t the secod function does not contribu te  toancl r ' -  (h+k\){ (ki+k\)l 
the forward scattering and. therefore, to  the to ta l cross section.
The th ird  and the fou rth  functions are given bv
-4.-! —
A  4
t tanh 2 77
( n  -  ’'2 ){r[ -  r'2) 
2 tanh 77
r  1 -  r 2 
2 tanh 77 
' r\  -  r '
where
Ar( r , . r / )  =
( r  1 +  r [ ) M ( r i . r \ )  -  (r 1 +  r'2) M (r {. r'2) -  
- ( r 2 +  r \ ) M{ r>.  r \ )  -  (r 2 +  r'2) .M ( r 2. r 2) (198)
A ( r \ . / ' i )  +  A (r'.^ i ' \) — (r\  <-> r 2)
. \ ' ( r i . r [ )  +  . \ ( r 2. r [ )  -  ( r \  «-» r'2) 1 . (199)
1
4r,Tj cosh" 77 — (1 — r, — V j ) ' 2 
47', cosh2 7/ — Vj
r, ~ 1
r, coth 7; — 2i) 4- /tt) +  277 — i~ +
+  ( !  +  / - , -  Vj)l j  coth 7/ +  3/tt j
r, cosh2 7/ 
r, sinh2 7; +  1
277 cosh 7/
F inally.
-4, = - 4 4  + 4 ) - ( -  + - )r \ r 2 \ r  1 r 2/  7-17’2 \7-1 r 2/
1 / 1  1 +
+
/ , r 2 - / 2r, l \r '2 ~ l ' A
+ ( 200 )
r \ r 2 ( r'\ ~  E?) sinh '2 ?/ i'\r'.2(r\  — r 2) s inh2 7/
A ll the functions .4, arc analytica l functions o f the energy (=  7/). In the Euclidean
region 7/ should be replaced by iO. where 8 is the angle between the dipoles (W il­
son rectangles). It is easy to  see tha t the functions .4, become real after such a
replacement.
In case o f the dipole-d ipole cross section, we need only the real parts o f the 
functions (195) - (200) at k 2 =  k2 and k '2x =  k '2. A fte r some algebra we find
af (r. r :  77) =  /,(? '. r' \ 7/) +  / 3(r. r' \  77) +  /.,( r . r' : 77) +  / 5 (r. r : 77) . ( 201 )
w here
f i ( r . r ' : i j )  =  5 M (r. r' \ 77)
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Here 77? (r, r
d'~
/ 3( r . r ':  7/) =  2 tanh2 +  7-')rn(r, r ' :  7/)
f i { r . r ' : T] )  =  - 2 t a n h ?/ ^ 7/ (7-'. r: ?/) +  ^;7 i(7-. ?•'; ?/)
/ -  r d l / d r  I -  r 'd l ' jOr '  r  +  r'
M r . r \ i i )  =  M } , -  +  9ft-
2 r2 s inh ' 7 /  27-'2 sinh2 ?/ . 2 ,  . /■;7 7
7/) =  ?RM(r. ?•': 7 / )  a n d  7 7 ( 7 - .  ?■' :  7 / )  =  ?R.V(r. 7 - ' ;  7 / ) .
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